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INTRODUCTION

1.
The Executive COmmittee of the United Nations High COmmissioner for Refugees
held its thirty-seventh session at th~ Palais des Nations at Geneva from 6 to
13 OCtober 1986. The sesRion was opened by the outgoing Chairman, Mr. K. Chiba of
Japan, who welcomed the High commissioner to h\s first formal session of the
Executive COmmittee.
2.
In his introductory statem&nt, Mr. Chiba recalled the major problems
confronted by t~e Office during his tenure, in partic Ilar the African emergency.
In this connection, he referred to his visit to Ethiopia and Somalia, where he had
been able to witness the refugee situation at first hand. He commended the efforts
of all involved in trying to resolve the problems facing refugees and displaced
persons in the two countries, and paid tribute to the staff of the Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugee~ (UNHCR), particularly those in the
fi'!!ld.
The outgoing Chairman underlined the endeavours to strengthen the dialogue
members of the Committee a~d UNHCR and cited the Informal working Group on
Documentation as a positive example of tile involvement of the Committee in the wor~
of UNHCR. In concluding, he th~nked everyone for the support that he had been
given during his term of office.
3.

betw~en

A.

Election of officers

4.
Under rule 10 of the rules of procedure, the Committee elected the following
officers by acclamation:

Chairman:

Mr. H. Charry-Samper (Colombia)

Vice-Chairman:
Rapporteur:

Mr. R. H. Robertson (Australia)

Mr. E. van Schubert (Federal RepUblic of Germany)
B.

5.

Representation on the Committee

All members of the Committee were represented at the session:
Algeri ..
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
China
Colombia
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany, Federal
RepUblic of
Greece
Holy See

Iran (Islamic
RepUblic of)
:1:srael
Italy
Japan
Lebanon
Lesotho
Madagascar
Morocco
Namibia (represented
by the United Nations
Council for Namibia)
Netherlands
Nicaragua
Nigeria
Norway
-1-

Sudan
Sweden
Switzerland
Thailand
TuniGia
Turkey
Uganda
United Kingdom of
Great Britain and
Northern Ireland
United Republic of
Tanzania
United States of America
Venezuela
Yugoslavia
zaire

6.

The Governments of the following States were represented by observers:
Angola
Bangladesh
Bolivia
Botswana
Burundi
Cameroon
Chile
Costa Rica
Cote d' Ivoire
Cuba
Cyprus
Democratic Kampuchea
Djibouti
Egypt
El Salvador
Ethiopia
Gabon

The Sovereign Order of

~alta

Ghana
Guatemal"
Honduras
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iraq
Ireland
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Jordan
Kenya
Kuwait
Luxembourg
Malaysia
Mexico
Pakistan

Peru
Philippines
Portugal
Romania
Rwanda
Senegal
Singapore
Somalia
Spain
Sri Lanka
Swaziland
Syrian Arab Republic
United A "ab Emirates
Url!';"":~Y

Viet Nam
Zambia

was also represented by an observer.

7.
The United Nations system was represented as follows:
Centre for HumAn
Rights of the United Nation", Necret<l ril'lt-: Off ice of the unit~ Nations Disaster
Relief Co-ordinator (UNDRO), ~niterl Nations Centre for Human Settlements (Habitat),
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), United Nations Children's
Fund (UNICEF), Office of the United Nations Con~issioner for Namibia, World Food
Programme (W~P), United Nations Office for Emergency Operations in Africa (OEOA),
United Nations Research Institute for Social Development (UNRISD), International
Labour Organisation (ILO), Food and Agriculture Organization of the united
Nations (FAO), United Nations EducaUonal, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO), World He~lth Organization (WHO) and United Nations
In~ustrial Development Organization (UNIDO).
8.
The following intergovernmental organizations were represented by observers:
Commission of the European Communities, COuncil of Europe, Intergovernmental
Committee for Migration (ICM), LeagLe of Arab States and Organization of African
Unity (OAU).
9.
More than 80 non-governmental organizations were represented by observers,
including the International Council of Voluntary Agencies (ICVA), the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and the League of Red Ceoss and Red Crescent
SOcieties.
10. The African Nation~l Congress of South Africa (ANC), the Pan Africanist
Congress of Azania (PACI, the South West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO) and
the Palestine Liberation Organization (~~) were also represented at the meeting.
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C.
11.

The

Adoption of the agenda and other

Committe~
T~e

org.nizatio~al

matters

adopted the following decision under this itemt

Executive Committee,

Having examined the note on Executive Committee documentation and related
matters (AlAe. 96/68l) submitted by the High Commissioner,
(a) Endorsee the recommendations of the Working Group on Documentation as
outlined in paragraph ~, I and II, of the note, thereby, inter alia,
rescinding the decisior taken by the Executive committee at its thirty-sixth
session to incorporate the reports of the two Sub-Committees into the final
report of the session (A/40/12/Add.l, para. 227),
(bl

Decides to adopt the following agenda as proposed by the Working Group:

1.

Opening of the session.

2.

Election of officers.

3.

Adoption of the agenda and other organizational matters.

4.

General debate.

5.

International protection.

6~

Review of developments in UNHCR assistance relatinq tal
(a)

Assi~tanceJ

(b)

Dutable solutionsJ

(c)

Refugee aid and development.

7.

Review of UNHCR programmes financed by voluntary funds in 1985-1986 and
adoption of proposed programmes and budget for 1987.

8.

Administrative and financial questions:

9.

(al

Status of contributions and overan finllncial needs for 1986 and
1987,

(b)

Admini5tration and management.

Consideration of the provisional agenda of the thirty-eighth se9sion of
the Executive Committee.

10.

Any other business.

11.

Adoption of the draft report of the thirty-seventh session.
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12. The Committee also considered document A/AC.96/679 and Corr.l, in which
amendments to the rules of procedure were proposed in order to reconcile th~m with
current practice, and decided to adopt the proposed amendments without dehate.
D.

Opening statement by the Chairman of the Executive Committee

13. In his opening statement, the newly-elected Chairman, Mr. H. Charry-Samper,
stated that election to the office of Chairman provided an OPr .rtunity to serve one
of the organizations that were most representative of the solidarity that was the
very essence of the Charter of the United Nations. He welcomed the newly-elected
High Commissioner and sought the Cc~mittee's support to ensure that the High
Commissioner's reoryanization initiatives bore fruit.
14. In referring to the financing of UNHCR programmes, the Chairman pointed out
that only 66 States Members of the United Nations had so far in 1986 contributed to
UNHCR, efforts should be made to broaden sources of fundinq. He also stressed the
importance of the granting of asylum. Solidbrity was esse~tial not only in terms
of material re'3OIJrces but also in trying to resolve refugee problems with courage
and clear-sighteuness. It was also necessary to strengthen and improve the
~stablished legal principleb.
IS. Much h~d to be done to combat the tragedy of the "subworld" of refugees. It
was agreed that UNHCR should act in an impartial, neutral and ob~ective manner. but
that was not enough. The [>ro11 feration of con)'licts had tended to transform WL t
was originally conceived as a temporary body into a permanent office. The fact
that the 6eveloping countries were today the main scene of mass and involuntary
exodl'Jes showed that a gre~t and concerted effort was needed in order to achieve
more equity in redvcing injustice in the situation of the third world. If we
failed to do so,'
",ould continue to be the prime producers of refugees. He said
that it was es~ent1al to continue to strengthen the policy of linking assista~~e
for refuge~s to support fc~ the communities that received refugees in third world
countries.
16. The ChAirman stated that co-operation between agencies concerned with human
displacement should be streamlined and that a system of consultation and
information should be organized to detect and prevent involuntary ma~s movements.
Aa the first Latin American to ~~eside over the Executive Committee, the
1
Chairman reiterated his faith in the institutions and principles establiShed in his
region. Expressing his solidarity with refugees on other continents, the Chairman
said that support for countries of first asylum, the connection between refugee
assistance and development and a balance between the rights of States and
individuals constituted a reaffirmation of the principles of UNHCR.
18. The Chairman expressed great concern over the subject of military ~ttacks. He
felt that the time had come to make a final, pragmatic and unideologic~ '. effoLt
through practical measures to ensure the effectiveness of protection. If a
consensus on this subject proved impossible, he was inclined to seek a regional
approach. The international community's condemnation of attacks must be unanimous,
but above all, viable procedures had to be established in order to enable UNHCR to
prevent inalJpropriate activities in refugee camps.
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19. In conclusion, the Chairman stres.ed his conviction that Governments
represented in the Committee could do even more to help the cauSe of refugees
throughout the world, in pursuance of the principles of the United Nations in which
they had placed their collective trust.
20. The High Commissioner's opening statement to the Executive Committee is
reproduced in the annCtx to tile present report.
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II.

GENERAL DEBATE

(Item 4 of the

agend~,

21. Speakers extended their congratulations to the Chairman, Vica-Chllirman and
Rapporteur upon their election and expressed confidence in the positive
contributions that they wo~ld make to the success of the seBsion. These Gpeakers
also paid tribute to the outgoing Chairman, Mr. Chiba, and complimen,ed him on his
successful conduct of the affairs of the Committee during the pa~t year.
22. A number of speakers welcomed the assumption of office of the High
Commissioner, Mr. Jean-Pierre Hocke, recalled his long experience in the
humanitarian arena and comMended the energy and vigour with whicn he had embarked
upon his functions. All speakers expressed ~ppreciation of the High Cammissioner.'B
opening statement and the manner in wh ich he had depicted the issll.!~ before tl.e
Committee. Some delegates felt that while they agreed with large parts of the
statement, other portions remained to be discussed further. Several speekers
referred positively to the High Commissioner's recent visits to their cuuntries.
23. A large number of speakers reaffirmed their comMitment to UNHCR as a
reflection of their commitment to resolving the problems of the world's refugees.
Delegations pledged the continued support of their Governments to UNHCR in meeting
the challenges of protecting, assisting and finding durable solutions for
refugees. Countries of first asylum, in the view of mant speakers, particularly
required the benefit of international s~lidarity and assistance. A number of
developing countries had generously extended asylum to refugees, bllt tt-at could not
be construed aB reflecting their ability to continue acting as hosts to ~i~nificsnt
numberB of refugees. They reqUired additional assistance from the international
community, particularly in redressing the negative impact of the presence of large
numberB of refugees on their inherently fragile ~asic socio-economic
infrastructure. One speaker stressed that those who had given the High
Commissioner his mandate needed to be generous with their resources and their
commitment to humanity, in their own best traditions.
24. Many delegations saw ~rounds for optimism in the current situation and in the
High Commissioner's approach to major refugee problems. One speak~r, however,
mentioned that the horizon ahead gave cause for concern. A number of speake~s
endorsed the Hi3h Commissioner's prescription that UNHCR should seek to be
effective, neutral and efficient. One delegate felt that given the tendency in the
United Nations towQrds ineffective resolutions, the activiti9s of organizations
like UNHCR, which had a record of tangible succeS8, should be the focus of all
United Nations action. One observer urged the High Commissioner to rl'ise, 011
purely humanitarian grounds, the issue of displaced persons in the United Nations
General Assembly.
25. Some delegates welcomed the High Commissioner's description of the role of the
F.xecutive Committee and his own responsibility in this regard. Virtually all
speakers stressed the vital importance of close co-operation between UNHCR and
Governments And the pivotal role of the Executive Committee. On~ delegation spoke
of the need to streamline the process of dialogue and systematically address
specific issues. A number of delegations rxpressed the hope that t~i8 session of
the Executive Committee would produce positive results.
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26.

Appreciation was expressed for the efforts already made by UNHCR to provide
information to members of the Committee, and for improvements in the
quality of the documentation submitted. A number of spe.-kers, however, believed
that further efforts to rationalize and streamline the documentation produC"d by
UNHCR were worth undprtaking in co-operation with a working group of the Executive
Committee, as had been recommended in the Sub-Committee on Administrative and
Financial Matters.
deta~led

27. Two ~peakers commended the award of the Balzan Prize for Humanity and Peace to
UNHCR. Many other speakers saw in the award of this year's Nansen Medal a
recognition of the contribution of the people, non-governmental organizations and
S\lCCeBSive Govornments of Canada to the refugee cause.
A.

"Root causes"

(Items 4 and 5 of the agenda)
28. Several speakers underscored the importance of tackling the root causes of
refugee problems and of finding ways to avert new flows of refugees and felt that
UNHCR could be a catalyst in that regard. One speaker deplored the failure of the
international community to eliminate the root causes of refugee flows and expressed
support for the Hig" Commissioner's efforts in that area. Two delegations referred
to the recommendations of the Group of Governmental Experts on International
Co-operation to Avert New Flows of Refugees as a suitable basis for action in that
regard. One speaker stressed that refugees were the product of violations of human
rights and underlined the importance of upholding human rights across the ~orld.
Other speakers also identified armed conflicts, the policies of apartheid and
colonialism practised by the Government of South Africa, poverty and
underdevelopment, drought, economic imbalances between the developed and developing
worlds, and international political, social and economic contradictions as lying at
the root of refugee flows. One of the speakers felt that a fundamental solut~ .1 to
refugee problems could only be found when just and reasonable political solutions
were available. Some speakers saw a convergence of m~gration and refugee
movements, one described the difficulty of distinguishing satisfactorily between
"economic" and "political" refugees in many situations. Another delegation thought
that such a distinction had to be established in the interesl of genuine refugees
themselves.
B.

International protection

(Items 4 and 5 of the agenda)
29. At the request of the Chairman, Mr. Chiba (Japan), Chairman of the
Sub-Committee of the Whole on International l:otection, introduced the report of
the 11th meeting of the Sub-Committee (A/AC.96/685). In regard to accession to and
implemelltath.. :1 of international instruments, the Sub-Committee hl:ld taken note of
the fact that 101 States had acceded to the 1951 United Natiolls Convention relating
to the Status of Refugees 1/ al'Vor the 1967 Protocol 2/ and had recommended that
the Executive Committee should .dopt a solemn declaration stating the impoLtance of
accession to international instruments, including a strong appeal to all States
that had not yet adhered to those instluments to do so, and expressing the hope
that by t:.e fortieth anniversary of the 1951 Convention, all States Members 'of the
United Nations would have acceded to those ins "runtents.
-7-

30. The Sub-Committee had also considered the question of detention of refugees
and asylum-seekers. The problem was acknowledged by all as being of a serious and
urgent nature. In the time available, it had not been possihle for the
Sub-C~mittee to deal with all aflpects of this question ilnd a Working Group had
been set up to examine t.he matter in detail with a view to seeking a consensus.
The Chairman took the floor later in the session to present the draft conclusions
of the Working Group (see para. 128 below).
31. Finally, the Sub-Commitee had considered the question of military and armed
attacks on refugee camp3 and settlements. A set of procedural draft conclusions
had been drawn up (see para. 1.29 below) in which the importance attached by the
Sub-Committee to that subject was stated and regret was expressed that ~fter years
of efforts, it had not been possibl.. to arr ive at a common posit ion. In the draft
conclusions, the Chairman of the Executive Committee and the High Comr.:issioner were
called upon to continue consultations on the matter, rpview developments and submit
a detailed report tc the ~xecutive Committee at its thirty-eighth sessio:"!.
32. The Director of the Division of Refugee Law and Doctrine then introduced the
note on international prote·.:tion (A/AC.96/6BO) and described some of the more
fundamental trends in the a .. ea of international protection. There was an increased
l~vel of violence and viOlations of human rights giving rise in many parts of the
world to large movements of p~rsons seeking refuge and asylum. That constituted a
serious humanitari"n problem with which the international community had to concern
itself. Such persons had to be protected from forceful return to aredS wh~re their
life or physical integrity were threatened and should receive humane treatment
until circumstances allowed for a return to their country of origin.
33. A secon~ noteworthy phenomenon was the large number of persons involved in
current refugee movements and the fact that for th~ great majority of those
persons, there was no durable solution in sight. There was also the relatively
recent phenomenon of refugees and asylurn-s~ekers moving from countrie~ in the
developing world to industrialized States. The interregional movement3 gave rise
to a variety of problems, since they were perceived by many as being, to a large
extent, eco~omi~ in character.
34. The search for durable solutions therefore constituted an integral part of
providing international protection. The absenct. of durable solutions gave rise to
.estrictive practices, which in turn led to a weakening of established principles
of international protection. Conversely, the existence of such solutions
facilitated the maintenance of these same principles. For its part, in all refugee
situations, UNHCR must, of course, undertake a simultaneous search for the three
traditional solutions - voluntary repatriation, local integration and
resettlement - in order to identify the most practicable course of actio~. The
best durable solution was voluntary repatriation, to which UNHCR accorded special
emphasis. The conclusions on voluntary repatriation adopted by the Executive
Committee at its thirty-sixth session 3/ provided a valuable framework. It went
without uaying that repatriation had always to be voluntary. The Director also
pointed out that some industrialized countries were facing particular problems due
in large measure to an uneven distribution of refugees and asylum--seekers within
their regions, which pointed to the need for more equitable burden-sharing
arrangements. In conclusion, he stressed the importance of maintaining the
principles of intelnational protection, which formed part of a 'ong-standing
humanitarian tradition.
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35. In the ensuing discussion, and in the general deb,te, there was unanimous
recognition of the crucial importance of the High CommisRioner's international
protection function. The effective discharge of this function depended on the full
support of Governments and the finding of appropriat~ durable solutions. In that
regard, a number of speakers underlined the interdependence of protection and
solutionR.
36. Several speakers expressed satisfaction with recent accessions to the 1951
United Nations Convention and the 1967 P-otocol and urged that additional States
should accede. Some speakers referr.ed to the geographical limitation and called
upon States that still maintained it to consider its withdrawal. A number of
speakers emphasized the need for the provisions or the international refugee
instruments to be effectively implemented.
37. There was unanimous support for the conclusions on the item (see para. 125
below) and for the Geneva Declaration on the 1951 United Nations Convention and the
1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees (see para. 127 below).
38. A number of speakers referred to the issue of detention, which had been
examined by the Sub-Committee. All speakers considered that the detention of
r~fugees and asylum-seekers should only be applied exceptionally.
It was also
stated that entry in search of asylum E~ould not be regarded as an unlawful act.
Several speakers expressed the view that fair and speedy procedures fa determining
refugee status and asylum applications would help to avoid unjustified or undUly
prolonged detention. Reference was also made to the need for national legislation
and/or administrative practices to make the neceRBary distinction between refugees
and asylum-seekers and ordinary aliens.
39. There was conSensus on the drilft conclusions submitted by the Worl'. ing Group on
the detention of refugees and asylum-seekers (see para. 128 below), which left open
the definition of the term "detention". At the time of adoption, the delegate of
the Federal RepUblic of Germany stated that "the restrictions on freedom of
movement of asylum-seekers to the district of the competent aliens' office or
accommodation in communal housing facilities based on the relevant legal prOVisions
of the F~deral RepUblic of Germany are not inconsistent with these conclusions".
An observer expressed the hope that when dealing with the subject of detention,
States would take into acccunt the special needs of refugee women and children. lIe
also hoped that the conclusions would be applied in a liberal spirit, having regard
to the first sentence of paragraph (b), and that States which already followed
liberal practices in regard to detention would continue to do so.
40. Several speakers referred to the problem of irregular mOVements of refugees
and asylum-seekers. Many of these speakers felt that in order to maintain the
willingness of receiving States to accept and resettle refugees who could not
return to their country 0f origin and who were not integrated into countries of
first asylum, it wa~ necessary to identify appropriate mech~nisms for orderly
onward movements. In their view, it was important to elaborate guidelineF for the
treatment of persons wto W,He moving in an irregular mannf:r. At the same time,
these speakers express(~ support for the High Commissioner's initiative of seeking
practical solutions in relation to such movements.
41. Other speakers laid particular stress on the need f~r stric~ adherence to the
principles of int,ernational solidarity and burden-sh uing and exptessed concern at
the restrictive measures adopted by some States. One speaker stressed that the
-~-

difficulties of some asylum countries and the fact that there had been instances of
abuse of the asylum procedure should not lead to the adoption of such measures.
Another speaker expressed concern at the practice of some States of returning
l'e(ugees and asylum-seekers to countries of first asylum or transit. He further
conoidered that international co-operation should not be limited to providing
financial assistance to refugees in those countries.
42. Referring to the High Commissioner's statement at the opening of the session,
a number of speakers considered that the distinction between persons who were 01
who were not of concern to the international community as r~fugees was extremely
complex, gave rise to a series of problems and should therefore be examined in
greater detail. Other speakers indicated that the number of persons leavio.g their
countries of origin for economic reasons and taking advantage of the asylum
procedure for migration purposes - and, as mentioned by one speaker, in order to
avoid crindnal prosecution - had an adverse effect on the situation of real
refugees.
43. Most speakers expr~ssed deep concern at the continued occurrence of military
and armed attacks on refugee c~mps and settlements and regretted that it had not
yet been possible for the Executive Committee to arrive at a consensus on the
matter.
44. Several delegations pointed out that the purpose of drawing up conclusions by
the Executive Committee should be to condemn and prohibit military and armed
attacks on refugee camps and settlements, to restrain attacking countries and to
protect and provide support to those cou.)tries where the attacked refugee camps and
settlements were situated and the innoc~nt civilian refugees were located. In
their view, any action taken by the Executive Committee in that regard should
exclude the possibility of providing excuses to attacking countries. They believed
that the views of countries having refugee camps and settlements facing military
threat should be fully respected because their security and interests were at stake.
45. Several other delegations called for strong interna"ioMl action to eradicate
military and armed attacks ~n refugee camps and settlements. These speakers
underlined the need to ensure that such camps and settlements would never be used
for military purposes and that their civilian and humanitarian character would
always be maintained. They also felt that any set of conclusions s~ould reflect
both these concerns, namely lSSpect for the right of refugees to live in peace and
equal respect by refugees for their cbligations towards peace. One speaker called
for refugee camps and settlements to be situated well away from the bocder of the
country of origin and for UNHCR to have permanent access to such camps and
settlements in order to p~omote condition& that would ensure the safety of the
refugees. Some speakers expressed concern about the stated intention of one
country to relocate a refugee ~amp to the border with the country of origin.
46. There was unanimous llupport for the draft conclusions recommended by the
Sub-Committee on military and armed attac~s on refugee camps and settlements (see
para. 129 below), in which continued consultations under the leadership of the
Chairman of the Executive Committee and the High Commissioner were called for.
S~veral speakers stressed the need for these consultations to be vigorously pursued
so as to obtain rapid results. A few speakers expressed the hope that the detailed
reports to be submitted to the ~~ecutive COmmittee at its thirty-eighth session in
accordance with the draft conclusions would be an improvement on the report
received on the matter in the note on international protection (A/AC.96/680). One
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speaker requested that the report should strike a balance between the safeguarding
of humanitarian principles and the obligatiol,s of States and refugees in respect of
th~ maintenance of the civilian character of refugee camps and settlements.
~wo
s~eakers requested that the report should take a balanced approach and contain a
detailed historical account of the problem, region by region, its impact on the
lives and physical and mental well-being of refugees and the adverse effects on
UNHCR action on behalf of refugees akld that the report should review the law,
including humanitar.ian law, customary international law and Generdl Assembly
resol'ltions. One of these speakers also requested that a first report should be
submitted in advance of the informal meeting of the Executive Committee planned for
June 1987. Two other speakers, however, expressed the view that both the Chairman
and the High Commissioner should have a free hand concerning the time and the
mechanism required to deal with the matter.
47. Some speakers referred to the situation of. the Palestine refugees and their
need for international protection. These speakers believed that confusion should
be avoided between material, medical and educational assistance, which was indeed
provided by other United Nations agencies, and protection, which Palestine refugees
had never received from any United Nations ag~ncy or organ. These speakers
therefore called upon the High Commissioner to extend international protection to
P~lestine refugees within the context of his universal mandate and requested that
the pr':"'lsions of the 1951 Com 'tion should be applied to them.
48. Several speakers recalled conclusion No. 39 on the protection of refugee
women 4/ adopted by the Executive Committee at its thirty-sixth session. These
speake;s expressed concern at the continue~ viOlations of the safety and physical
integrity of refugee women and requested UNHCR to continue and intensify its
effort9 to respond to the1r neads in order to ensure that their baRic ri~hts were
respected and that they received the necessary protection. The High Commissioner
was encouraged to continue reporting in as much detail as possible on the subject,
and one speaker proposed that the subject sh0uld also be submitted for the
consideration of the Sub-Committee of the ~~ole on International protection at its
12th meet! ng •
49. A number of 8pea~ers similarly expressed concern at continued piracy attacks
in South-East Asia. Some speakers spoke in support of the different rescue-at-sea
programmes. One speaker stated that such programmes shou)d not be used by
asylum-aeekers to obtain resettlem~nt advantages. The same speaker looked forward
to a review and evaluation of the Rescue at Sea Resettlement Offers (RASRO) scheme.
50. A number of speakers paid particular tribute to the work performed by
voluntary agencies in the field of international protection and called for even
closer co-operation between agencies and the High Commissioner. One speaker noted
that the success of Voluntary repatriation often depended on the assistance
afforded to returnees. It was an area where voluntary a9~ncies could make a
considerable contribut:vn towards international protection and the attainment of a
durable solution.

51. In responding to the debate, the Director of the DiviRion of Refuqee Law and
Doctrine expressed his gratitude for the concern and interest shown by everyone on
the various protection issues discussed.
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C.

Princ~a

of UNHCR assistance

(Items 4 and 6 of the agenda)
52. In introducing item 6 of the ag~nda, the Deputy High Commissioner stressed
that instead of a piecemeal view of ilssistance, UNPCR was relating each activity to
the defined phases of a refugee situdtion and taking an integrated view of
prot~tion and assistance.
He described the fo~r phases as: (a) early warning and
con'cingency planning, based not only on UNHCR field reporting but also on
infurmation from the United Nations system and Governments, and which required the
advance positioning of food and ot.her relief supplies so as not to be caught
unaware, (b) the emergency itself, ~h~re the need was for immediate and effective
relief measures to reduce the maDS casualties of the past, (c) post-emergency care
and maintenance, the most demoralizing, costly and langthy phase, which UNHCR
wished to curtail by moving more q~ickly to the subsequent phase, (d) self-reliance
activities, which would help restcr~ ~ sellse of dignity, teach lasting skills, keep
alive a wi1~ to return and reduce dependence. While UNHCR was committed to
income-generating activities in ics own pro)ccts, it considered the early
involvement of development agencies, especially UNDP, to l'~ imperative and valued
the support of Governments to ~nsure that. It was a challenge to improve the
proportion of funds devoted to durable solutions. The rallying cry of the Second
International Conference on Assista~ce to Refugees in Africa was "a time for
solutions" (see A/39/402, para. 59), lecalling the vital principles endorsed by
this Conference, the Deputy High Commissioner stressed that UNHCR and UNDP were
trying to put the Conference back on track. Over $6 million of th~ $7 million
ICARA Trust Fund had been committed. (The discussion of the issue of refugee aid
and development is reported under a sell,Hate subheading below.)
53.

The Deputy High Commissioner also explained the manner in which UNHCR was to

be consiGered "fully operational" and described the strengthening of the Material

Support Services of UNHCR, in particular the creation of the Supplies and Food Aid
Service (which undertook procurement and the global planning of food aid and
monitored the shipping of UNHCR relief goods) and the Technical Support Services
(which provided "life-cycle support" to the regional bureaux in each sector of a
refugee relief operation). He reiterated that the priorities of UNHCR were
preparedness, a prompt and flexible response to emergencies, precision and rigour
in assistance planning and implementation, the promotion of self-reliance, early
involvement of development agencie3 and, above all, accelerated movement towards
solutions and the avoidan~e, wherever possible, of situations that perpetuated
dependency and relief.
54. A large number of speakers reiterated the principle of equitable
burden-sharing in supporting ref"gees. Several speakers also endorsed the
three-pronged approach to refugee crises described in the High rommissioner's
opening statem\!nt: combining effective emergency response, the prolltpt
establishment of basic services (health, s~nitation and educ~tioo) and early action
to promote refugee self-reliance ir. the interests of both refugees and host
countries. Some delegations refer~ed to the interaction between assistance,
refugee aid and development and duratle solutionS1 one delegate stated that he
would have preferred the Committee to treat the three topics sepRrately e~d
requested a review of that question during the session.
55. Several speakers spoke of the importance of promoting self-reliance in refugee
camps pending the attainment of nurable SOlutions. It wa~ emphasized in particular
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that that was essential to relieve the burden on asylum countries, especially in
the developing world. Two speakers described the commitment that countries to
self-sufficiency programmes for refugees, a commitment that continued to be
implemented despite great difficulties. These delegaLions also felt that
spontaneously settled refugees should benefit from UNHCR assistance under the
General Programmes.
56. Two speakers stressed that UNHeR should implement its programmes of assistance
in the best possible conditions and in closer consultation with the States
concerned. Another underlined the need for a direct correlation between current
and planned programmes and tl:e primary objectives of UNDeR, within the framework of
the limited resources available. One delegation stressed that planni.ng of
programmes in relation to existing funds must start at the earliest stage of the
programming cycle. Two speakers felt that implementing agencies should be involved
at a very early stage in the planning of projects.
57. The reorientation of UNHCR assistance, in particular th(> emphasis on greater
precision and rigour in planning and implemenLation, was gene. ally welcomed. One
speaker, however, stressed that that should lead to the alleviation of the heavy
burden on developing countries hosting refugees, particularly n Africa, it was
regrettable that such countries were not spared the effect of UNHCR programming
cuts. This delegate felt that UNHCR projects should ,",ot be brought to a premature
conclusion by lowering the standardS of implementation, which would increase the
burden on host countries and ~ventually on UNHCR itself. Another delegate
expressed the view that the term "operational" applied to UNHCR could prove
misleading, but accepted its meaning as defined by the Deputy High Commissioner.
58 • .A number of speakers stated that attention had to be paid to the evaluation of
assistance activities. Several speakers welcomed the establishment of a UNHCR
Evaluation Committee under the Deputy High Commissioner. One delegation suggested
that the Committee should focus on the overall regional responsibilities of UNHCR
rather than on specific projects. The same delegation called for greater
analytical information on evaluation to be made available to the Executive
Committee. Another speaker saw evaluation and technical reports as an important
working tool for Governments and indicated the willingness of his Government to
participate in technical field missions. One speak~r stressed the importance of
involving host countries in the evaluation of programmes.
59. Several speakers stressed lhe importance of encouraging the participation of
refugees in programmes that concerned them. Such programmes, one stated, should
not be imposed on refugees.
60. A number of speakers stressed the importance of paying increased attention to
the needs of refugee women in respect of both protection and the promotion of
self-reliance for them through assistance programmes that heeded their interests
and prerogatives and in which they were able to participate fUlly. Some of these
speakers also alluded to the needs of refugee children, particularly the provision
of appropriate education and social and religious instruction. Some speakers
welcomed measures already taken by UNHCR on behalf of refugee women 3nd children.
One delegate called for enhanced reporting by UNHeR on refugee women in terms of
the totality of their needs.
61. One speaker underlined the need for Governments to understand the Office's
proposed programmes in relation to its objectives. The response to last year's
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Bxecutive C~mmittee decision in that respect had been, he felt, a ~seful firot
step. Several delegations welcomed the prospect of further consultations on the
issue in January.
D.

Durable solutions

(Items 4 and 6 of the agenda)
62.

All apeakers stressed the need for durable solutions to refugee problems. One
recalled the High Commissioner's statement that the persistence of a
n~mber of refugee situations with no hope for a la3ting solution was the biggest
refugee problem in the world today. Others \'elcomed th~ "solution orientation" of
the High Commissioner, the Office's awareness of the need to plan for sulutions at
the outset of a problem and the increased share of resources being devoted to the
pursuit of such solutions. nome speakers stressed the importance of a regional
approach to durable solutions. A number of speakers echoed the view tilat it was
not enough for the industrialized nb~ions to make financial contributions to the
Office, they too had to share the burden of accepting refugees on their soil. One
speaker felt that there was a need to develop comprehensive guidelines on durable
SOlutions that would lead to a more active approach towards their realization.
de~egation

All speakers agreed that voluntary repatriation was the best solution to
refugee situations and welcomed the High Commissioner's emphasis on th~t solution.
A large number stressed that the voluntary character of a repatriation movement
would have to be carefully established and the refugees consulted before steps were
taken by UNHCR. Several delegations pointed out that the conditions conducive to
voluntary repatriation were not available in some of the major contemporary refugee
situations and that assistance and resettlement programmes were therefore still
necessary. Another felt that repatriation movements were sometimes blocked by the
lack of political will of certain States.
63.

64. Same speakers, including observers, welcomed voluntary repatriation movements
in their regions and particularly to and from their own countries, and called for
adequate UNHCR assistance to facilitate the reintegration of returnees. One
delegation, however, stated that the return of large numbers of refugees to his
country, apart fram posing an insurmountable problem of absorption, could prove to
be a source of insecurity. None the less, each repatriation request Would be
examined by his Government in conformity with international legal instruments
relating to refugees and the regulations in force in his country. The solidarity
of the international community, particularly that of neig~bouring countries, in the
per:manent settlement of those refugees in host countries could help r.esolve the
problem.
'
65. A number of speakers noted. the different propor'tion of resources devoted to
each of the three durable solutions. One delegation stated that while it was not
surprising that nearly 90 per cent of such resou:ces were allocated to local
integration, the ploportion devoted to voluntary repatr.iation should increase. The
same delegation, supported by three others, ca~,led for more analytical data on
durable solutions to facilitate assessment of UNHCR achievements in that area.
Many speakers expressed the view that a "hierarchy of ~~lutions" should not be
established, local integration, one stated, was not an easier or more appropriate
solution than resettlement. Two other delegates felt that local integration should
be pursued whenever and wherever appropriate. One speaker proposed the creation of
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a consultative body including other intergovernmental and non-governmental
organizations to provide advice and co-ordination on durable solutions.
66. A number of delegations reaffirmed the commitment of their Gov~rnments to
providing resettlement opportunities for refugees. One speaker announced a
doubling of his country's resettlement quota, another mentioned his Government's
acceptance of handicapped refugees under the -Twenty or More- plan. A third
announced that his country's revised resettlement ceiling for its current fiscal
year was 70,000. The succeSs of the RASRO scheme was hailed by two speakers, who
felt that its continuatl~n was important. Another speaker emphasized that the
scheme should benefit genuine rescue cases. One delegate expressed appreciation of
efforts by other Governments since the last session of the Executive Committee to
resettle refugees from Hong Rang a~d appealed for further action. Some 8peakera
stated that resettlement no longer sufficed as the only solution to the
Indo-Chinese refugee problem, in one delegation's view, it had become part of the
problem.
67. Two delegations reiterated the view that resettlement should remain a solution
of last resort. A number of other delegations questioned that view. Two speakers
stated that such a concept should not be allowed to diminish the responsibility of
the industrialized world to share the refugee burden. Another delegation was of
the opinion that resettlement should be applied not solely by the traditional
countries but by all countries concerned with solutions to refugee problems. In
one speaker's view, resettlement outside Africa was applied in an unduly
restrictive manner. One delegation felt that if resettlement was not available as
an option, it could provoke a restrictive attitllde on the part of countries that
happened to border refugee States.
E.

Refugee aid and

developmen~

(Items 4 and 6 of the agenda)
68. The reiteration by the High Commissioner and his Deputy of the commitment of
UNHCR to linking refugee aid to the aocio-economic development of host countries
waa welcomed by several speakers. A large number of speakers affirmed the
importance of that principle, the needs of refugees, one stated, shOUld not be
isolated from the needs of the local population. One delegate was struck by the
fact that ove~ 9 million or the world's 11 million refugees had found asylum in
d~veloping countries.
Another pointed out the inadequacy of emergency survival
assistance to alleviate the strains on countries of asylum. Several speakers
expressed interest in, and some support for, the creation of an internationally
accepted list of -refugee-affected countries- entitled to special treatment in
terms of international development assistance. Several other speakera felt that
the idea required further discussion, two asked the High Commissioner to explore
the concept further. Two others expr~ssed reservations or misgiVings about the
utility of such a list.
69. Support was expressed by several speakers for the conclusions of the Second
International Conference on .ssistance to Refugees in Africa, (see A/39/402), in
which it was recognized that the African
fug.e problem was an international
responsibility. One speaker described the burden placed by refugees and returneea
on the fragile socio-economic infrastructure of African countries and called for
increased UNHCR assistance for Africa. Anothe~ appealed to the High Commissioner
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to identify and revive, together with other United Nations agencies and the World
Bank, selected projects identified by the Confp.rence which responded t) persistent
needs to reinforce the socio-economic infrastructure of asylum countries in
Africa. Two speakers expressed appreciation for the funding of two projects in
each of their countries. A large number of delegations felt that UNHCR should tak~
~he necessary steps, together with the donor countries, to execute unimplemented
projects identified lly the Conference alld called for t:he greater involJement of the
international community tn that regard. Another speaker called for the extension
of the principles of the Conference beyond ~frica.
70. The vital importance 0f collabora~ing with UNDP and the World Bank in
appropriate projects was underlined by several speakers. One speaker stressed that
appropriate UNHCR projects should be transferred in due course to development
agencies. Some delegations, however, questioned the feasibility of including
refugee projects in national development plans, two speakers disagreed with the
concept in principle. While many delegations urged greater co-operation among
multilateral agencies to link refugee aid and development, one speaker reiterated
support for bilateral proje~ts. Another speaker expressed concern at the lack of
support from UNHCR for settlements that had been "handed over". A number of
r{'
ei 1 costa remained to which ~he principles of international burden-sharing
oug•• \: to apply. One delegation suggested the implementation of a consortium
approach with a number of development agencies in order to avoid the problem.
Anct:her speaker offered to share with the Office ,is country's experien~e in
development-oriented self-sufficiency and rf'sett.ement programmes.
F.

Specific areas

(Items 4, 6 and 7 of the agenda)
1.

Afr ica

71. In introducing UNHCR programmes in his region, the Head of the Bureau for
Africa reiterated the principles on which UNHCR programmes in the conti~ent were
founded. He summarized major recent developments with regard to the programmes in
the Central African Republic, Chad, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Somalia, southern Africa,
the Sudan, Uganda and Zaire, stressing that none would hav~ been possible without
the hospitality of African States and individuals ~owards refug~es.
72. A number of speakers expressed grave concern about the situation in southern
Africa and in particular the destabilizing policies followed in the r89ion by the
Government of S(lllth Afr ica. Several delegat ions welcomed UNHCR preparedness
measures in that respect and urged further action within the United Nations system
to i~lprove co-ordination and contingency planning for a potential influx into
southern Africa. The observer of OAU sought UNHCr< support in setting up an ad hoc
preparatory committee for, • international conference on the southern African
refugee situation. The observers of SWAPe and ANC aescribed the problems of
refugees assisted b~ their mov~ments and requested support for the maintenance and
extension of projects aimed at ensuring refugee self-sufficiency. Another observer
urged UNHCF t.o pro.i"lte protection of P10zambicans in South Afr ica. One delegation
el(pr~sseu concern over the growing number of refugees from Mozambique in Swaziland,
particularly in the strained economic situation. He expected the problem to worsen
and called for UNHCR assistance. Similar calls for assistance were made in respect
of Zambia and Zimbabwe.
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73. One f.1~)eaker, cfl'fcrring to the refugee situation in the United Republic of
Tanzanl a. '1ointed uut tpe level of assistance provided by the Government and
identi1:ie-\., priority areas .~or UNHCR attention. Another speaker contested the UNHCR
figurell ror refugees in Ghana and called upon the High Commissioner to request a
'lew ce~,\SlI8 and registration of refugees and asylum-seekers in western Afr ica,
especially in Ghana. He also reiterated the call maJe in 1984 by the Government of
Ghana for all Ghanl!lian refugees and asylum-seekers to return home without any
pre-conditions.
74. One speakH exprossed admiration for the effective work of UNHCR in the
countr lea of the Sahel. A number of speakers, i"cluding observer", took the floor
to describe the refugee situation in their own countries and the refugee pol~cles
of their Governments. One speaker laudpd the humanitarian ~olidarity of African
peoples ~nd Governments with refugees.
75. OnE! delegate called for increased assistance to the Sudan and pointed out that
spontarHwusly settled refu':f{;c!s in that country, whom he estimated at 50 per cent of
the total case-load, did not receive UNHCR help. Another delegate announced that
his Govelr.nment was setting up an integrated project in eastern Sudan that would
benefit both refugees and locals. One speaker expressed concern about the
situatiol' in southern Sudan and appealed for ~he unhindered passage of relief
supplie!l to civilians there. Another welcomed the voluntary repatriation of large
number.s I:>f Ugandans in rece .. ~ months. One speaker, descr i.bing the evolution of the
refugee situation in Uganda, called for urgent UNHCR assistance to that country.
He mentioned t.hat hospitaUty had been extended to asylum-seekers from southern
Sudan, who he hoped would return to their homes one day. As to the returnees, he
felt that contingency pl3nning had to be carried out in anticipation of other
potential returnees.
76. Two speakers welcomed the dialogue between t.he Governments of Ethiopia and
Somalia leading to voluntary repatriation of refugees to the former country. One
delegation expressed satisfaction at the agreements between UNHCR and Somalia in
respect of the exchange rate and the transfer of the case-load from Tug Wajale camp
to a more appropriate site. Another expressed concern re~arding the repatriation
programme in Djibouti and urg~d that those who did not wish to be repatriated
shoUld not lose UNHCR as!'istance. Another delen'lte mention"!d his country's
proposal to hold a regional summit to find dura"le solutions to refugee problems in
eastern Africa and urged the High Commissioner to take the matter up seriously and
urgently.
77. Two speakers welcomed the transfer of Aftican 2mergency programmes from the
Special to the General Programmes of UNHCR. One felt that tha time had come to
shift the emphasis of UNHCR work in Africa from emergency relief to durable
solutions. Two other speakers, however, questioned the incorporati.on of the UNHCR
Special Programmes in the Sudan into the UNHCR General Programmes. One delegate
welcomed the increase in the percentage of UNHCR resources devoted to Afrtca, but
felt that more burden-sharing was necessary.
78. The extensive discussion on the SecOlld Intern tional Conference on Assistance
to Refugees in Africa is reported under "Refugee aid and development" (see para. 69
above). One speaker stressed that to prevent the recurrence of the African
emergency it was necessary to respond fully to the Programme of Action of the
International Conference on Assistance to Refugees in Africa (see A/39/402, annex)
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and to implement the conclusions of the special session of the General Assembly on
the economic crisis in Africa.
2.

Asia and Oceania

79. In introducing UNHCR programmes in his area, the Head of the Bureau for Asia
and Oceania focused on recent developments relating to lndo-Chinese asylum-Beekers
and in particular to the situation in Thailand. He reiterateo the ~igh
Commissioner's call for a more vigorous pursuit of all classical durable
solutions. The problem of "long-stayers", the anti-piracy arrangement, the recent
understanding between UNHCR and the Government of the Lao Pecple's Democratic
Republic on repatriation and orderly return of "screened-o~t" asylum-seekers, the
phasing out of assistance to Filipino refugees in eastern ~alaysia, and the
situation of refugees and displaced persor.s in Papua New Guinea were also described.
80. Two speakers expressed concern over the situation in Papua New Guinea and
supported the efforts of the High Commissioner to attend to the serious refugee
problems in that country. One speaker called for more information in the Executive
Committee documentation about UNHCR programmes in t~at country.
81. One speaker described at length the refugee situation in Thailana and
explained the concerns and policies of the Royal Thai Government in that area.
Following a reiteration of the announcement of the closur£ bt year's end of the
Khao-i-Dang refugee camp, one Government declared its willingness to accept as many
refugees from that camp as possible in order to reduce the risk of tranafera of
refugees to the frontier. The Head of. the Bureau stated the High Commissioner's
reassertion during his visit to Thailand that the Khao-i-oang population was of
concern to the Office and his hope that an understanding co~~atible with the
positions of the two sides could be worked out. One observer felt that a
c~~prehensive strategy was needed to address the problems of Khmer refugees in
Thailand and on the Thai-Kampuchean border. Another observer expressed grave
concern at events in Kampuchea, whi~n he described as being under a new form of
colonization. This speaker also erttered a reservation in respect of the use of the
title "Kampuchean Red ClOSS" in UNHCR documentation.
82. Several speakers expressed conce~n that a definitive solution to the
lndo-Chinese refugee problem appeared remote, and welcomed the renewed efforts of
the High Commir.sioner to tackle the problem. Efforts to resolve the difficulties
of "long-stayers", particularly in South-East Asia, were commended by a number of
speakers I one stated that resettlement criteria for such cases should be relaxed.
One speaker, describing Hong Kong's refugee policie~ and :esettlement efforts (see
para. 66 above), saw a c~ntradiction between the willingness of Hong Kong and
various States to grant asylum to lndo-Chinese and the refusa' of some re£ettlement
countries to consider such personr as refugees. One speaker expressed support for
a thorough review of the lndo-Chinese refugee situation with a view to identifying
suitable solutions.
83. One speaker referred to the 280,000 lndo-Chinese refu~~es settled in ~is
country and stated that despite some difficulties and shortcomings, most of the
refugees were satisfied with their lives there. One speaker described the
situation of refugves in the PhilippineR and the policies of the Government in that
regard.
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3.

Europe and North America

84. In introducing UNHCR activities in her area, the Head of the Bure~" for Europe
and North America focused on the threat to the traditionally liberal asylum
policies in the region and described the need for fundamental solutions through
concerted action. She ~180 referred to a review of UNHCR assist'nce actiuities and
the importance of maintaining public opinion in favour of refugees.

A number of speakers addressed the problem of the increasing numbers of
in Europe, several described the position and policies of their own
Governments in that regard. One delegation stated that the current number of
refugees in the Federal Republic of Germany was 613,000 and that the impres8ion
conveyed by UNHCR docu,entation that the majority lived in unacceptable community
housing was incorrect. Several speakers alluded to the difficulty of finding a
balance between dissuading abusive requests and preserving refugee rights. UNHCR
efforts in this area were widely welcomed. An observer saw the need for greater
UNHCR involvement in protection concerns in North America.
8S.

~sylum-seeker8

4.

Latin America and the Caribbean

86. The Head of the Bureau for Latin America and the Caribbean introduced th~
programme in his region, recalled its general objectives and touched on the ~ajor
developments in the area since the preparation of the Committee's documentation.

87. A number of delegations from the region described the refugee situation and
policieR in th ,ir countries, expressed their appreciation of the efforts and the
co-operation of UNHCR and urged that assist~nce programmes should be further
extended and enhanced. One delegation pointed out that attention should be drawn
to the problem of nationals living close to refugee camps and, in particular, to
problems of development. Several delegations also expressed concern about the
reductio~ of funds allocated for assistance to countries in Central America.
One
delegate found the situation o~ r~fugees in Central America preoccupying, while
another speaker also referred to the situation in Mexico. The accelerating pace of
voluntary repatriation in the area was commended by many speakers, who, inter alia,
expressed support of UNHCR efforts to assist with the repatriation of Haitians from
the Dominican R~public. Another dele~ate expressed appreciation of the work of the
two Tripartite C~issions, composed of countries of asylum, countries of origin
and UNHCR, whose objectives were to facilitate voluntary repatriation.
88. The delegate of Costa Rica sought the allocation of more funds for Central
American refugees, especially in his country, in view of the influx of refugees
from Nicaragua as a result of human rights viOlations in that country. The
delegate of Nicaragua objected to that; statement, denying the existence of such
violations, and stated that the external aggression Against his country was the
principal cause of the instability of the region and consequently of refugee
movements. The delegate of the United States of America regretted that political
elements had been introduced into this humanitarian forum.
89. One speaker pointed out certain insufficiencies in figures and estimates
submitted in UNHCR documentation and expressed the fear that that might lead to a
reduction in the indispensable activities of UNHCR in Latin Am~rica. Responding to
the debate, the Head of the Bureau aSHured delegates that UNHCR allocations would
be constantly reviewed to meet programme needs wherever necessary.
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5.

Middle East, North Africa and South-West Asia

90. The Head of the Bureau for the Middle East, North Africa and South-West Asia
introduced the si tuat iOf. in the reg 1<m and out lined a number of common themes in
UNHCR programmes of assistance in the region, including the areas of relief, basic
services, self-·reliance activities, relations between refugees and locals, and
programme implementation and follow-up.
91. A number of speakers allud~d to the problem of Afghan refugees and expressed
the view that voluntary repatriation wa~ the only solution to their plight. Two
speakers described the specific situatic of Afghan refugees in their COuntries.
Another speaker, describing the problems of Afghan refugees, pointed out that
three fourths of the world's refugees were Muslims.
92. One speaker expressed appreciation of the dedicated efforts of the High
Commissioner and his staff in Lebanon and hoped that these eft )rts would be
mai~tained and amplified in relation to the events in the country.
Another spoke
of the situation in Cyprus and the work of UNHCR in that country and expressed the
vi,~w that the voluntary return of the 200,000 Cypriot refugees to their homes was
the only durable solution to their plight. One observer described current attempts
to draft an Arab refugee convention.
93. Referring to the problem of Palestine refugees in the re~ion, one delegate
pointed out that the United Nations had created the problem and should be
responsible for its sol ut i '.

94. One speaker sought closer and more intensified co-operation between UNHCR and
the r.overnment of the Islamic Republic of Iran for the refugee programme in that
country, particularly in respect of long-term self-sufficiency activities. He
alluded to the situation of non-Afghan refugees in that country, whose needs he
felt should not be overlooked. An observer delegation took the floor to deny the
existence of the refugee group in question.
95. One speaker referred to the problem of the Sahrawi refugees in Algeria and
stressed the importance of providing adequate assistance measures, partiCUlarly in
order to promote self-sufficiency until such time as voluntary repatriation was
possible. A later speaker contested the figures provid~d and the status of the
persons in the camps at Tindouf. He urg'.'d that a census shoulci be ..onducted among
that group and that the persons concerndd should be given the opportunity to
pronounce themselves freely on their possible return in dignity and security with
all the guarantees that the High Commissioner could demar,d and to which Morocco was
prepared to subscribe. Exercising the right of reply, the first speaker reaffirmed
the refugee character and the number of Sahrawi refugees in his country, which
totalled 165,000. Referring to the guarantees offered by the other delegation, he
urged it to implement OAU resolution AHG/Res.104 (XIX) (see A/38/J12, annex) and
the relevant General Assembly resolutions, and he recalled that assistance to this
group had been inscribed in the General Programmes of UNHCR since 1980. Replying
to his statement, the first speaker expressed surprise that his original statement,
which did not name any specific country, should have provoked a right of reply, and
urged the Executive Committee to confine itself to the humanitarian issues before
it.
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96. The Mor{~can delegation expressed a reservation in respect of the programme
for persons in the 'rindouf camps in Algeria. The Algerian delegation welcomed the
continuing progress in the implementation of this programme.
G.

Reorganization of UNHCR!administrative issues
(Items 4, 6 and 8 (b) of the agenda)

97. In introducing agenda item 8 (b), the Deputy High Commissioner expressed
gratitude for the generdl support that he had heard for the restructur ing of UNHCR
and the constructive suggestions made in that regard. He noted that the major
portion of the increases in the administrative costs drose from exchange rate
variations and the inclusion in the budget of training funds. In their report, the
Board of Auditors had criticized various aspects of UNIICR activities in 1985. The
most significant point was that those criticisms duplicated comments on
shortcomings in 1984 and before. There was little evidence of efforts to break
that cycle of error and criticism. However, the High Commissioner had placed a
high priority on efforts to alter that unfortunate pattern. Such efforts were of a
long-term nature, and while some improvements .:ould he noted in the auditors'
report on activities in 1986, the positive effects of current efforts should be
seen fUlly in the auditors' reports covering 1987 ~nd 1988.
98. Addressing the Committee under the same item, the Chairman of the Staff
Council stressed the willingness of the staff to accept changes in the interests of
refugees, and that such Cllanges should be formulated and implemented in full
consultation with the staff. He emphasized the need for improvements in conditions
of service in the field and urged Governments to support efforts to improve those
conditions. Referring to the efforts of local and international field staff, he
~aid homage to four colleagues who had lost their lives in the past year.
He
called for greater decentralization and delegation of authority and urged the
administration to respect and strengthen the institutions and processes that
involve the staff in their own managemep·. He also laid emphasis on enhancing and
extending the training of staff and the role of women in UNHCR and expressed
support for a review of the staff performance evaluation system. He concluded by
stating that the UNHCR Staff Council would always place the interests of refugees
above the interests of UNHCR staff, and the interests of UNHCR staff as a whole
abuve the interest.s of any .individual. The Staff Council shared with the High
Commissioner nd the Committee the objective of helping to ensure that those who
worked for UNHCR were able to fulfil their responsibilities effectively. He
appreciated the interest that members of the Committee had taken in issues of staff
welfare and hoped that future Staff Councils could count on their active support.
99. A large number of speakers welcomed the new thinking and mechanisms that were
being introduced in UNHCR. Support was expressed for the High Commissioner's
efforts to adapt the organizational structure of UNHCR to its objectives and for
his programme reforms and administrative initiatives to ensure the effective and
efficient deployment of available resources. The majority of speakers gave strong
support to the High Commissioner's focus on the field reflected in his statement.
100. Many delegates welcomed the ~tatements of the High Commissioner and the Deputy
High Commissioner on the restructuring of the Office. The positive response of
UNHCR to the recommendationR of the Board of Auditors was particularly appreciated,
as were the improvements in procurement. Most speakers laid emphcsis on financial
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control and programme management as being essential to permit the more effective
utilization of limited resourc~s. One speake~ expressed the hope that changes,
whether of a managerial natu:e or otherwise, would not be made at the expense of
refugee protection.
101. One speaker saw the reorganization process as part of a long·-term strategy.
Others thought it too early to evaluate the process, but stated that they shared
its underlying assumptions and supported its purposes. While many speakers saw the
reorgdnization as leading to greater cost-effectiveness, one delegation accepted
that immediate economies were unlikely to result immediately flom the process and
that it might result in increased administrlltiv.e costs in the short term. Some
speakers felt that the reorganization should take place within the context of zero
growth, and that it would be difficult to ~ccept net upward regradings or
additional posts. Another speaker stated that the Executive Committee should
support steps towards greater efficiency even if it meant revising some of its own
earlier decisions.
102. A large number of speakers expressed the hope that the reor9~nization would
lead to the strengthening of UNHCR field operations. Support was expressed by one
speaker for improvements in the management capacity of UNHCR field
representatives. One speaker asked how the emphasis on voluntary repatriation
would be reflected in the structure of the Office and its operations. One delegate
welcomed the reorganization, in particular, of the new P~reau for Latin America and
the Caribbean, which he felt would facilitate the closer consideration of refugee
problems in his region.
103. Almost all speakers welcomed the prospect of a more detailed discussion of the
restructuring of the Office at the informal meeting of the Committee in January,
for which one delegate hoped there would be sufficient prepartion in the form of
documentation and prior dialogue. One speaker added that only the formal Executive
Committee had a mandate to assess the reorganization in its final form an~ that
decisions by the Executive Committee at its thirty-eighth session would be needed
in respect of thp. level of resources required. Another speaker urged the High
Commissioner to consider how the recommendations of the Group of High-level
Intergovernmental Experts that had studied the structure of the United Nations
could be applied to the reorganization of UNHCR.
104. Some delegations recalled ~he Office's commitment to a wider geographical
distribution of staff and sought the application of that principle. Some speakers
expressed the view that staffing of the Office, particularly at Headquarters,
should adequately reflect, both in number and level, recruitment from first-asylum
developing countries hosting large numbers of refugees. One speaker expressed
particular concern at the imbalances in the recruitment of staff, noting that
certain developed countries continued to be represented at a high level while other
countries remained unrepresented. Two speakprs welcomed the prospect of an
increase in the number: and level of women staff members. One delegate called for
the submission of up-to-date and realistic staffing tables taking into account the
results of the reorganization. Overall levels of "P" and "L" staff should be kept
in step with the Office'S budget for operations.
105. A number of delegations welcomed the statement of the Chairman of the Staff
Council and urged that the concerns expressed by him should be given due
attention. Several speakers expressed concern about conditions of service in the
field. One deleg~tion, referring to the comments of the Chairman of the Staff
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Council in that respect, ur~ed UNHCR to make specific proposals to Governments to
redress the problem, if possible at the informal meeting to be held in June 1987.
Two other speakers supported him, while indicating that any changes should be made
within the framework of the United Nations common system.
106. Some delegations expressed support for greater decentralization and delegation
of authority and hoped that the present situation would only prove temporary. One
speaker expressed the hope that one regl!lar and representative consultative
mechanism would be established to deal witl' all aspects of the career development
of staff, that was also necessary to create confidence in the field.
107. Many speakers placed on recotd their admiration for the hard-working and
dedicated staff of UNHCR, both at Headquarters and in the field. Two delegations
joined the Chairman of the Staff Council in paying tribute to those UNHCR
colleagues who had lost their lives in serving the refugee cause in the past year.

H.

Fund-raising

(Items 4 and 8 (a) of the agenda)
108. The Head of Fund Raising Services outlined the current financial situation and
urged Governments to pledge the greatest level of support possible for the 1987
programmes at the next UNHCR Pledging Conference in order to assure sufficient
funds at the start of the programme tear.
109. Several delegations described their levels of financial assistance to UNHCR,
pledged continued suppoct and announced new contributions to UNHCR. One speaker
expressed concern that the percentage 0f "earmarked" contributions had risen to
43 per cent and felt that that jeopardized the Office's effectiveness. Two
speakers stressed that a significant part of their contribution was "unearmarked"
in order to give UNHCR the flexibility to use available funds where they were most
needed. One donor Government stated that i t placed greatest priority on the
General Programmes of UNHCR.
110. One speaker welcomed what he saw as the improved financial situation of UNHCR
in the current year, two others expressed concern at the Office's funding
difficulties and the size of the current shortfall. Two other speakers were
anxious that UNHCR should not develop a condition of chronic financial shortfalls.
One urged UNHCR to develop contingency Flans in case full funding was not available
for all projects. Another wished that lNHCR might provide more information on
expenditure to complement future papers on the funding situation.
111. The importance of the non-governmental organizations in fund-raising was
stressed by a number of speakers. One delegate pointed out that only 56
non-governmental organizations were listed among UNHCR donors, of which 26 were
Japanese, efforts should be made to broaden the sources of contributions of
non-governmental organizations. A number of speakers referred 1n positive terms to
the "Refugee '86" campaign that had beer undertaken in the Nordic countries.
112. Many speakers urged better "burden-sharing" among donors. Some speakers
suggested that UNHCR explore new sources of funding, particularly in the private
sector. One observer felt that expenditure on public information should be seen by
UNHCR as an investment that would be amply recovered in increased contributions to
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UNHCR programmes. In the view of one delegate, UNHCR should make optimum use of
the mass media for fund-raisin~ purposes.
113. The representative of the Commission of the European Communities stated that
every effort would be made to integrate aid to refugees within the five-year
development programmes agreed by the European Community and the developing States
signatory to the Lame Conventio'1.

I.

Non-governmental organizations

(Items 4, 5, 6 and 8 of the agenda)
114. A large number of speakers expressed support for the role of voluntary
organizations in promoting the refugee cause across the world and welcomed the High
Commissioner's commitment to enhance the Office's close co-operation with
non-governmental organizations. One pointed nllt that non-governmental
0rganizations were clo~er to the "man in the str~et" than the other interlocutors
ot: UNHCR and their importance should therefore not be minimized. Another urged the
High Commissioner to mobilize non-governmental organizations and world public
opinion to achieve solutions to the root causes of refugee problems.
115. The President of ICVA pointed out that non-go~ernmental organizations worked
in partnership with UNHCR by virtue of their own identity and commitment to
refugees. The role of UNHCR aR the lead agency on behalf of the international
~ommunity was one that the voluntary agencies had lonq supported; inherent in that
was the responsibility of UNHCR for protection and durable solutions even after
assistance programmes had been handed over to other agencies. In his view, the
growing number of non-governmental organizations was a demonstration of popular
involvement and concernl non-governmental organizations mobilized millions of
dollars and thousands of volunteers who facilitated the task of Governments and
intergovernmental agencies such as UNHCR. These vi~ws ~ere later echoed by three
other delegates.
116. The representative of ICRC expressed the view ~hat ICRC and UNHCR had
complementary mandates and stressed the importance that both organizations attached
to respect by Governments for fundamental humanitarian principles and treaty
obligations. He welcomed the co-operation between the two organizations in the
field and at Geneva. The Secretary-General of the League of Red Cross and Red
Crescent Societies described the activities of his orgar.ization in favour of
refugees, in particular its support for the work of national societles.

J.

Inter-agency co-operation

(Items '4,

~,

6 and 8 of the agenda)

117. A number of speaker3 urged enhanced co-operation and hetter information flow
between UNHCR and other agencies engaged in related work.
118. A large number of speakers sought enhanced operational collaboration between
UNHCR an~ UNDP, the World Bank, ICRC and ICM. One delegation expressed
reservations in respect of laM.
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119. Representatives of UNDP, UNESCO, WFP and ICM took the f~oor to describe the
current situation and future prospects of their co-operation with UNHCR. Reviewing
his agency's co-operation with UNHCR, the UNDP representative noted that dur~ble
solutions for refugees could not be divorced from general development plans and
reiterated the commitment of UNDP to the implementation of the recommendations of
the Second International Conference on Assistance to Refugees in Africa. He had
taken careful note of the many comments of delegates urging enhanced co-operation
between UNDP and UNHCR.
K.

Responses of UNHCR

(Items 4, 6 and 8 of the agenda)
120. Responding to the general debate, the High Commissioner expressed his
appreciation and that of his staff, particularly those in the field, for the
comments made thus far. He felt that there was still a long, hard road ahead, but
said that the discussions had testified to the will of Governments to confront the
problems of refugees. He was aware that a certain number of questions and doubts
remained, but that WdS a natural part of the process of democratic debate, which he
welcomed. The discussions had offered encouragement and support to the countries
of first asylum, partiCUlarly in the developing world, which he hoped would enable
them to continue their generous policies of asylum and hospitality to refugees.
Dignity and security in the search for durable solutions were vital. The
discussion on detention and military attacks not only revealed the preoccupations
of delegates but also reflected their determination to arrive at a consensus. The
High Commissioner also welcomed the emphasis placed on the problems of refugee
wome~.
With regard to the reorganization, he looked forward to the opportunity for
Member States to pronounce themselves on the Office's new plan of action in
January 1987. As for financing, UNHCR had not needed to cut its programmes
significantly in 1986, but hoped to have sufficient funds at the beginning of 1987
to permit the planned implementation of projects. The High Commissioner also
welcomed the expression of support by the non-governmental organizations in the
work ahead.
121. Responding to the discussion on assistance, durable solutions and refugee aid
and development, the Deputy High Commissioner noted the general support for the
Office's framework of action in the assistance arena and for an activist role in
pursuing solutions, especially voluntary repatriation. He also took note of the
general agreement on considering the three issues together under one agenda item,
the appreciation for the form and content of UNHCR documentation and the positive
statement by UNDP. He was ~rateful that his definition of the concept of
operationality, which was not a new idea for UNHCR, had been accepted I a Repertory
of Practice of United Nations Organs as far back as 1955 had classifed UNHCR as an
operational agency. He explained the transfer of the Sudan programme to the
General Programmes by stressing that with the passage of the emergency, UNHCR had
resorted to its traditional approach I there were no "grey areas" in the case-load
assisted. He concluded by expressing appreciation of the major contribution of
first-asylum countries that harboured large refugee populations despite the
resulting difficulties.
122. Responding to the debate on administration and management, the Deputy High
Commissioner expressed his appreciation of the support that had been expressed for
the general orientation of the Office, the organizati.onal changes, improvements in
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bUdget control and reporting, and the attempts to break out of the negative cycle
of audit reports. He welcomed the statement that zero growth should not be allowed
to impede the Office in the accomplishment of its basic tasks and stated that the
number of project (RL R) posts, which were essential to UNHCR response capacity,
would continue to expa~d and contract in accordance with changing refugee
situations. He also stated that the Ad Hoc Advisory Board was an exceptional
measure taken in the context of restructuring and in order to ~espond to the
challenge to place staff in new positions in a timely manner. The Office wished to
restore the traditional process of postings, but decisions on certain key posts
would have to be the inherent responsibility of the head and the management of the
organization.
L.

Adoption of the draft agenda for the thirty-eighth session
(Item 9 of the agenda)

123. One delegate felt that the merging of three crucial items - assistance,
durable solutions and refugee aid and development - in one agenda item affected the
possibilities for constructive debate, given the time limitations on interventions.
He therefore proposed that the item should again be broken up into two or more
items, or that a greater amount of time should be allocated to those who wished to
a~uress all three issues in depth.
Two other speakers expressed sympathy with his
concerns, but stated that the advantages to the Committ@e of reducing the overlap
and duplication inherent in separating those items militated against such a step.
They urged that speakers should be given adequate time under the topic to state
their concerns on those important issues. One of them suggested that the Chairman
could be entrusted with the responsibility of organizing the debate and possibly of
arranging further discussions inside or outside the meetin~ on such topics. The
Chairman took note of the ideas but stated that since the first session with the
revised agenda had proved successful, he would prefer to retain the agenda, while
examining the problem before the next session in order to find a satisfactory way
to address the first delegate's concerns. On that basis, the Committee adopt~d the
draft agenda for its thirty-eighth session contained in document A/AC.96/6 1 7.
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Ill.

DECISIONS AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE COMMITTEE
Decisions on general matters

124. The Executive Committee:
(a) Congc'atulated members of the Bureau on their election and paid tr ibute to
the outgoing Chairman for his stewardship of the Committee during the past year,
(b) Expressed appreciation of the introductory statement of the High
Commissioner, in which he had outlined his approach to the crucial problems
confronting his office, commended the High Commissioner on the energetic and
positive steps that he had taken to discharge his functions in the course of his
first months of office and for the considerable effort that he had personally made
to visit major countries and situations of concern to his Office,
(c) Endorsed the High Commissioner's commitment to seeking durable solutions
to long-standing refugee problems and called for the fullest co-operation of the
international community tn his efforts, in that connection, welcomed the increa.ed
share of UNHCR budgetary resources devoted to durable solutions,

(d) Recalled with appreciation the significant contributions made by
luntries of asylum in accepting, often despite serious difficUlties ot their own,
~arge numbers of refugees, and urgad other Governments, in a spirit of
international solidarity and equitable burden-sharing, tc provide assistance and
facilitate refugee self-reliance,
(e) Endorsed the emphasis placed by the High Commissioner upon closer
consultation with the Executive Committee and with Governments and regional groups
ccncerned with refugee issues, and encouraged further efforts to mobilize broader
international support for the refugee cause,
(f) Welcomed the improvements in the documentation and reports submitted to
members of the Executive Committee and urged continuing efforts by UNHCR, in
co-operation with the Committee, to streamline and improve such documentation and
reporting,
(g) Noted with appreciation the continuing co-operation between UNHCR and the
various:lgencies and programmes of the United Nationf. system, a8 well a. with other
intergovernmental and non-qovernmental organizations, with a view to the ratlonal,
efficient and co-ordinated use of their resources and energies for the benefit of
refugees and displaced persons,
(h) Commended the High Commissioner and the staff of UNHCR for the invaluable
work performed by the Office on behalf of refugees in often difficult oondition.
throughout the world, and paid tribute to the four staff members who had 108t their
lives in the course of their duties during the past year.
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International protection - general

~onclusions

125. The Executive Committee:
(a) Recognized that the exercise of the High ~ommiesLoner'c inte:national
protection function had become increasingly complex due to the growing number ana
changing composition of current movements of refugees and asylum-seekers,
(b) Recognized that in view of the nature of contemporary refugee problems,
the provision of solutions must be considered as an important aspect of the High
Commissioner's international protection functio~,
(c) Recognized the importance for Governments to provide their full sup~ort
in making available durable solutions f0r refugee problems, whenever possible in
regions ('If orj.gin, in order to facilitate the effective exercise of the Hlgh
Commissioner's internatl.onal protection fun-.::tionJ noted w'\.th apprechtion the
efforts undertaken by the High Commiasior.er since the thirty-sixth session C·! the
Executive Committee to arrange ~or consultations between concerned Governments in
order to deal with problems relating to specific refugee groups and, in particulur,
the pr.oblem raised by the movement of refugees and asylum-seekers from one r~gion
to another,
(d) Reiterated the crucial importance of voluntary repatriation as a solution
to present-day refugee problems and welcomed the continuing efforts of the High
CommiJsioner to pr(}mote voluntary repatriation taking into account conclusion
No. 18 21 and conclusion No. 40 1/ adopted by the Executive Committee at its
thirty-first and thirty-sixth sessions respectively,
(e) Recognized that the search for durable solutions included the need to
address the causes of movements of refugees and asylum-seekurs from countries of
origin and the causes of onward movements from countrie" cf first asylum,
(f) UeJ-:omed the recent accessions of Equatorial Guinea, Tuvalu, Papua New
Guinea and Venezuela to the 1951 United N&tions Convention relating to the Status
of R6fugees 1/ and the 1967 Protocol, 2/ thereby bringing to over 100 the numt~r of
States parties to these basic humanitarian instruments, and welcomel) the efforts of
the Office to promote further accessions to these instruments, to which, it was
hoped, all States Membp.rs of t.he United Nations would in due course become parties,
(g) Reiterated the importance of national legis'ative and/or administrative
meallures to ensure the effective implementation of the standards defined in
applicable intern~tional refugee instruments and welcomed the efforts of the High
Commissioner to promote the further adoption of such measures,
(h) Re3ffirmed the importance of the Office's efforts to promote the
development and strengthening' of international refugee law thr~~gh the organization
or support of round tables, seminars and discu8t.ion groups in different areas of
the world and to ensure that the principles of international refugee law were as
widely dissendnated as possible,
(i) Recognized the value of international instruments defining standards for
the creatment of reFugees at the regional level and noted with apprec\ation the
progress ~chieved in that field through the efforto of the League of. Arab States,
the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committ~e, the Council of Europe, the
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Organization of African Unity, the Organization of American States and the
'~nization of the Islamic Conference,
(j) Noted with concern that in different ~reas of the world, the basic rights
flJgees and asylum-seekers had been seriously violated and Hat refugees and
JIll-seekers had beer, exposed to physical violence, acts of. piracy and forcible
r. curn to their country of Ot' ig l n in disregard of the pr inci!?le of non-refoulelllent,

of

r

(k\ Noted with concern that since the thirty-sixth oession of the Committee,
refugee camps an~ settl~mentb had continued to be the subject of military or armed
attacks and expressed the ho~ that onyoing efforts to find a solution to the
probl~m would lead to positive results in the near future,
(1) Recalled its conclusion No. 39 3/ on refugee women and international
protection and called upon the High Commissioner to continue to give due attention
to the specific protection needs of refugee women and to continue to report to the
Bxecutive Committee on the matt€r,
(m) Noted that the situation of refugee children also required special
consideration and called upon the High Commissioner to report regularly to the
Executive Committee on the needs of refugee children and on existing a,d proposed
programmes fOl t neir benefit,
(n) Recognized the valuable contr1~ution of the non-governmental
organizations in supporting the High Commissioner's efforts in the field of
international protection,
(h)
Noted t"e importance of {>romoting a favourable climate of public opinion
in order to faci tate the exer~ise of the High Com~ 'sioner's international
protecl '.un func...ion, stressed the necessity for the,'cial situation and needs of
refugees and asylum-seekers to be brought fully to the attention of the public, and
welcomed UNHCR efforts in that regard, which should be fully sUP~'lL9d by
g~~ernmental B~thorities and concerned non-government~l or9a~izations.

ronclusions on ac.cession to international instruments
and their implementation
126. The Executive Committee:

(a) Recalled that in numeroue earlier conclusions, the Executive Committee
had appeale~ to States to accede to the 1951 United Nations Convention relating to
the Sta~u6 of nefugees 1/ and the 1967 Protocol 21 and that similar appeals had
also been addre&sed to Governments in various resolutions ot the United Nations
General Assembly,
(b) Noted with satisfaction that more than 100 States had now become parties
tu the 1951 Convention and/or the 1967 Protocol,
(c) Recognized that these instruments incorporated fundamental pr incipl-'8 of
refugee law, includinq the principle of non-refoulement, and laid down minimum
standards for the treatment of refugees and thus constituted the corner-stone of
international protection,
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(d) Stressed that acc~~sion to the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol
implied a commitment to and a reinforcement of the fundamertal principles that
these instruments embodied, underlined the import.nue attached by each acceding
State to inteenational efforts to solve refugee problems and reflected the
universal charact~r that the refugee problem had assumed,
(e) RecO<}nized that widespread acc~s"'ion to these instruments reaffirmed
their universal applicability, served to reinforce the intecnational legal
framewoek for the protection of refugee. and thereby facilitated the exercise of
the High Commissioner's international p~otection function,
(f) Called upon States not having acced~d to the 1951 United Nations
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and the 1967 Protocol to accede to
~hose instruments,

(g) Recommende1 consideration of the wlthdrawal of the geographical
limitation and reserVations to those instrulRent. by those States that still
mGlntained them,
(h) Recalled that the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol were complemented
by var ious international instrument. of relevance to refl"gees adopted at the
universal level and by a number of standard-letting instruments adopted at the
regional le"el and called upon States to con';ider accP.ding to such additional
uni7ersal instr~ments and to such other instruments as were applicable to their
region,
(i) Noted that accession to the various international refugee instruments,
whether of a universal or regional charact~r, was of utmost importance in ~iew of
the magnitude and the seriousness of the contemporary refugee problem and requested
the High Commissioner to continue hi~ efforts at the highest level to promote
fUlther accession to the intern3tional refugee inatruments1
(j)
Recommended to States that ha.' not yet done so to consider adopting
appropriate leg~slative and/or administr,tive measures fo( the effective
implement&lion of the internatinnal refugee instrumento. making the necessary
distinction between refugees and other aliens.

127.

Geneva Declaration on the 1951 United N8tions Convention
relating to the Status of Refugees and the )967 Protocol
Whereas serious and large-scale refugee problems continue to exist in many
regions 01 the world,
Whereas accession to the United Nations 1951 Convention relating to the Status
of Refugees and the 1967 Protocol is of importance in strengthening the legal
situation of refugees and in facilitating the exercise by the High
Commissioner of his intc.nation~~ protection function,
Whereas acces.lion to these basic humani tar ian instruments (.efining the legal
status of refugees by a large number of States in diff- :ent regions of the
world reflects the fundamental importance, often recallAd in :esolutions of
the General AseQmbly, of the pr inciples that they cont"in a,,'J a"'dste in
establishing tht!ir universal applicabillty,
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Whereas recent accesaions to the Convention and the Protocol have brought the
nllmber of states parties to theJe instruments to one hundred and one,
Now therefore,
Tho tI'.xecutive C, 'UI\itt.e, rec«lling the
instruments,

n~ed

for universal accession to th.,se

1.
Solemnly calls upon all States that have not yet become parties to these
basic humanitarian instruments to accede to them so that they can acquir. a
truly universal charactar,
2.
Expresses the hope that by the fortieth anniversary of the adoption of
the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Ref.ugees, all Member States of
the United Nations w1ll have acceded to these instruments,
3.
Stresses that, in addition to accession, effective application of the
principles and provisions of the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol is of
the utmost importance,
4.
Calls upon the Chairman and States members ot the Executive Committee to
assist the High Commissioner in his efforts to promote further accessions to
the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol.
Conclusions on detention of refugees and asylum-seekers
128. The Executive Committee,
R~alling

Refugees,

1/

article

3~

of the 1951 Convention

rela~ing

to the Status of

Recalling further its conclusion No. 22 (XXXII) !I on the treatment of
asylum-seekers in situations of large-scale influx, paragraph (e) of il ; conclusion
No. 7 (XXVIII) 11 on the question of custody or detention in relation to the
expulsion oC refugees lawfully in a country and paragraph (e) of its conclusion
No. 8 (XXVIII) !I on the determination of refugee status,
Noting that the term Rrefu9~eR in the present conclusions had the same meaning
as that in the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees !I and the 1967
Protocol, ~/ and was without preju6ice to wider definitions applicable in different
regions,
(a) Noted with deep COI.cern that large numbers of refugees and asylum-seekers
in different areas of the world were currently the subject of detention or siMilar
restrictive measures by reason of their illegal entry or presence in search of
asylum, pending resolution of their .ituation,
(b) Expressed the opinion that in view of the hardship that it involved,
detention SI lId normally be avoided. If nec:essary, detention might be resrrted to
only on gro\ 9 preacrib~d by law to verify identity, to determine the elements on
which the claim tu refugee status or asylum was based' to deal with cases where
refugees or asylum-seekers had destroyed their travel and/or identification
documents or had used fraudulent documents in order to mislead the authorities of
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the State in which they intended to claim asylum, or to protect
or pUblic order,

~~~lo..al

security

(c) Recogni1.ed the importance of fair and expeditious procedures for
determining refugee status or granting asylum in protecting refugees and
asylum-seekers from unjustified or unduly prolonged detention,
(d) Stressed the importance for national legislation and/or administ:ative
practice to make the necess~ry distinction between the situation of refugees and
asylum-seekers and that of other alIens,
(e) Recommended that detantion measures t~ken in respe~t of refugees and
asylum-seekers should be subject to judiclal or administrative review,
(f) Stressecl that the conditions of detention of refugees and asylum-seekers
must be humane. In particulcr, whenever ~>ossiblc, refugees and asylum-seekers
should not be accommodated with persons detained as common criminalS and should not
be located in areas where their physical safety was endangered,
(g) Recommended tt.at refugees and asylum-seekers who were detained should be
provided with the opportunity to contact the Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees or, in the absence of Auch office, available national
refugee assistance agencies,
(h) Reaffirmed that refugees and asylum-seekers had duties to the country in
which they found themselves, which required in particular that th~y should conform
to its laws and regulations and to measures token for the maintenance of public
order,
(i) Reaffirmed the fundamental importance of the observance of the p~inciple
of non-refoulement and in this context recall~d the relevance of conclusion
No. 6 (XXVIII). !I
Conclusions on military and armed attacks on
refugee camps and settlements
129. The Executive Committee,
Recalling the ~ontinuous ~fforts undertak~n by the Executive Committee to
draft a set of principles or concluaions on ~he subject of military and armed
attacks on refugee camps and settlements,
Commending the Chairman of the Executive Committee and the High Commissioner
for their efforts to promote .agreemen~ on a draft set of conclusions on the subject,
Regretting that after so much debate it had not been able to arrive at a
common position,
Noting that the General Assembly had by consensus adopted resolution 39/140,
of 14 December 1984, of which paragraph 3, inter alia, related to military and
armed attacks on refugee camps and settlements,
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Gravely concerned that despite the development and further strengthening of
established standards for the treatment of refugees, the basic rights of r,!fuqees
in different areas of the world had continued to be disregarded, as eVidenced, in
partiCUlar, by the large number of victims and material damage occasioned by the
various military and armed attacka on refugee camps and settlements that continued
to occur,
{ai Stressed the urgency and importance of the question of military and arm6d
attacks on refugee camps unu settlements being kept under constant review by the
Executive Committee with a view to reaching agleement on a set of principles or
conclusions in order to reinforce the international protection of refugees,
(b) Requested the Chairman and the High Commissioner to continue
consultations on this matter, review developments and submit detailed reports In
accordal,ce with their respective mandates on the various aspects of the subject to
the Executive Committee at its thirty-ei9hth session.
L~cision8

on assistance actiVities, durable solutions
and ref.ugee aid and development

130. The Executive Committee:
A

General
(a) Took rote of the progress aChieved by the High Commissioner in the
implementation of his General and Special Programmes in 1985 and the first five
months of 1986, as reported in document A/AC.96/677 (Parts I-VII),
(b) Took note of the allocations made by the High Commissioner from his
Emergency Fund during the period from 1 July 1985 to 31 May 1986,
(c) Took note of the obs~rvations made by the Advisory committee on
Administrative and Budgetary Questions, submitted in document A/AC.96/683J
(d) Took note of the report of the Joint Inspection unit on the role of UNHCR
in Africa (A/41/380) and the response of the Secretary-General (A/41/380/Add .1) ,
(e) Reviewed schedule A of document A/AC.96/677 (Part I) and approved the
following:
(i)

(ii)

The proposals for "new and revised" ~llocations under the 1986 General
Programmes for both operations and programme support and administration,
as summarized in table Ill, column 12, of document A/AC.96.'677 (Part I),
as ~mended by document A/AC.96/677 {Part I)/Add.l,
A revised financial target of $315,626,700 (not including the $10 million
FUnd) for 1986 General Programmes,

Emer9~r.cy

(iii)

The country and area programmes and the overall allocations for 1987
General Programmes, as o.:mmarized in column 13 of table III of document
A/AC.96/677 (Part I), pertaining to operations and to programme Bupport
and administration, as amended by document n/AC.96/677 {Part I)/Add.l;
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(iv)

The financial target of $360,378,000 (not including the $10 million for
the Emergency Fund) for 1987 General Programmes, as shown in column 13 of
table III of document A/AC.96/677 (Part I), 8S subsequently amended by
document A/AC.96/677 (Part I)/Add.l,

(v)

The proposal set out in paragraph 1.18.5 of schedule A of document
A/AC.96/677 (Part I), as amended by document A/AC.96/677 (Part I)/Add.l,

(f) Noted with appreciation that the repo~t on UNHCR activities financed by
voluntary fLnds during the period 1ge5-1986 and proposed programmes and budget for
1987 provided information requested by the Executive Committee at its tll!rty-sixth
session and encouraged the High Commissioner to pursue his efforts to further
rationalize and improve this report,
(g) Welcomed the High Commissioner's assurance that UNHCR would try to ensure
precision in the evaluation of needs, credibility in the formulation of programmes
and rigour in the implementation of projects and urged the High Commisaioner to
develop procedures to ensure that programme management, programme delivery and
financial control were guided by these principles,
(h) ~k note with appreciacion of the report on UNHCR evaluation of
assistance activities (EC/SC.2/3l) and reiterated its full support for the
strengthening of the quality and scope of evaluation activities, particularly in
respect of assistance pol y, areas of major spending, relevance to durable
solutions and essential needs;
(i) Recommended that the experience gained and lessons leacned by UNHCR from
programme evaluations shOUld be further refined to enhance their value in the
planning of future assistance programmes and training activities,
(j) Commended the efforts made by the High
management systems, planning methods and revised
supplies and food aid and to further improve and
Office to provide technical support services for
assistance programmes,

CommisAioner to introduce modern
procedures for the purchases of
strengthen the capacity of his
the planning and implementation of

(k) Welcomed the measures taken by the "igh Commissioner to improve and
strengthen the management of projects by impl~menting partners and encouraged the
development and application of guidelines and procedures and the organization of
training in order to assist such partners,
(1) Considered it advisable for Governments to grant the High Commissioner
the most favourable legal rate of exchange for all financial transactions relating
to his humanitarian operations in favour of refugees and returnees,
(m) Called upon the High Commissioner, in accordance with the relevant
resolutions of the General Assembl~ and in conformity with the usual practice of
the High Commissioner, to continue assistance to refugees under the care of
national liberation movements recognized by OAU and the United Nations,
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B

The role of UNHCR in

promotin~able

solutions

(a) Welcomed the High Commissioner'~ integrated approach to refugee problems
through each phase in the life cycle of a refugee situation: beginning from early
warning, emergency preparedness, contingency planning, emergency relief operations,
post-emergency care and maintenance, intermediate self-support and self-sufficiency
activities and leading as rapidly as possible to a durable solution, through
voluntary repatriation, local integration in countries of first asylum or
resettlement in third countries,
(b) Took note of the relevant sections of document A/AC.96/677 (Part I)
relating to the search for durable solutions, =ommended the High Commissioner's
initiatives in that area, and reaffirmed its strollg support for the measures
undertaken to give renewed impetus and coherence to the promotion of durable
SOlutions, in particular voluntdry repatr1ation,
(c) Appealed to Governments to continue providing all possible support to the
High commissioner by taking concrete measures to create and promote conditions
conducive to the attainment of durable solutions,

(d) Noted with satisfaction the growing interest shown by non-governmental
organizations in the promotion and implementation of durable solutions, in
co-operation with concerned Governments and the High Commissioner, and appealed to
non-governmental organizations to increase their involvement in SUL" programmes,
(e) Took note of the relevant sections of document A/AC.96/677 (Part r) on
the resettlement of refugees and encouraged UNHCR to promote resettlement when
neither voluntary repatriation nor local integration was a feasible durable
solution,
(f) Appealed to Governments to facilitate the admissio~ of refugees by
providing adequate resettlement quotas with flftxible selecticln criteria and by
clearly distinguishing between refugees in need of resettlem~nt and ordinury
immigrants,
(g) Requested UNHCR to consult with interested Governments in order to
facilitate the admission and resettlem~nt of individual refugees whose presence
affected national security in the country of first asylum and refugees whose safety
or feeedom was jeopardized,
(h) CommendGd Governments that prov{ded "emergenC}" resettlement places at
short notice at the request of UNHCR and urged other Governments to consider
providing such places,
(i) Expressed concern about the number of so-called "long-stayers" among the
Indo-Chinese refugees in camps in South-East Asia, and called on Governments that
were not yet doing so to participate in the resettlement effort on a regular basis
by, inter alia, applying criteria that would allow the admission of refugees who
did not have links in any third country,
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(j) Considered favourably the admission of larger numbers of disabled
refugees in need of resettlement and renewed its appeal to Governments that ha~ not
yet increased their participation in the "Ten or More" plan to make it a "Twenty or
More" plan and to Governments not already participating to join the plan,
(kl Noted the valuable support for the Disembarkation Resettlement
Offers (DISERO) scheme and for the Rescue at Sea Resettlement Offers (RASRO) scheme
and recommended that Governments should continue their participation or join in
those efforts to provide resettlement places in a spirit of burden-sharing,
(1) Took note of and commended the continuing efforts of UNHCR to promote the
Orderly Departure Programme from the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam,

Refugee aid and development
Having considered the relevant sections of document A/AC.96/677 (Parts I-VII)
submitted by the High Commissioner and his oral report on the progress made and
future plans for promoting development projects for refugees and returnees,
(a) Emphasized the essential role of development-oriented organizations and
agencies in the implementation of programmes that benefited refugees and returnees
and urged them to strengthen their co-operation with the High Commissioner,
inter alia, by i~creasing their direct financial and administrative contributions
in support of such programmes and by seeking the most c0st-effective methods in
their implementation,
(b) Called upon Governments to bear in mind the additional burden on
low-income countries that had received large numbers of refugees or returnees when
considering, in the governing bodies of the developmental organizations in which
they were represented, and on the bilateral le'~el, the programmes and projects of
these organizations in the countries affected by the problem,
(c) Requested Governments of ~ountries of asylum to give consideration to the
formulation and the implementation, with the assistance of the international
community, both mUltilaterally and bilaterally, and in co-ordination with UNHCR, of
development-oriented programmes addressed to refugees and local populations in
their regional or national development plans,
(d) Urged the High Commissioner to intensify his efforts to promote actively
development activities benefiting refugees and returnees, in co-operation with the
World Bank, UNDP and other international, regional and governmental organizations
specialized in developn,ent assistance, and with non-governmental organizationR with
experience and expertiRe in this field.
Decisions on administrative and financial matters
131. The Executive Committee:
A

Took note with appreciation of the report of the Sub-Coremittee on
Administrative and Financial Matters (A/AC.96/686),
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B

el) Took note of the administrative and programme support sections of the
report for 1985-1986 on UNHCR activities financed by voluntary funds and proposed
programmes and budget for 1987 (A/AC.95/677 (Part I) and Add.l) ,

(b) Noted further the report of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and
Budgetary Questions (A/AC.96/683) and the comments contained therein,
(c) Called for a review of the quantity and quality of the documentation
SUbmitted to members of the Executive Committee in the course of the year, and
requested the High Commissioner to make proposals to be examined by a working group
of the Executive Committee in due course,
C

(a) Expressed concern about the continuing financial difficulties of UNHea,
noting the current preoccupying rhortfall of $46.8 million under the General
Programmes and of $15.7 million fur the Special Programmes, thus totalling
$62.5 million as at 1 OCtober 1986, emphasized the need for realistic programme and
budget planning, coupled with careful periodic review of the approved financial
target, and endorsed UNHCR commitment and ~fforts to that end,
(b) Called upon Governments to make adequate funds available to ensure that
the needs of refugees and displaced persons of concern to the High Commissioner
were fully met,
(c) Recommended that UNHCR should adopt a more vigorous approach to now and
supplementary sources of funds,
(d) Re:ognized that a high incidence of earmarking in contributions, although
bearing a positive indication of specific support to programme areas, made it
difficult for UNHCR to respond with flexibility to changing situations and to act
impartially for the benefit of refugees throughout the world,
(e) Welcomed the UNHCR review of donor reporting procedures and expressed the
hope that simplified arrangements would satisfy all donors' needs for accurate
information,
(f) Called upon Governments to do their utmost to announce financial support
to UNHCR at the annual Plp~ging Conference and to make payments early in the new
programme year,

o
(a) Took note of the accounts for tne year 1985 and the report of the United
Nations Board of Auditors thereon (A/AC.96/678) and the observations of the High
Commissioner (A/AC.96/678/Add.l),
(b) Noted the report of the Advisory Committee on Administrative ~nd
Budgetary Questions in respect of the report of the United Nationa Board of
Auditors on the audit of the accounts of the voluntary funds administered by UNHCR
for the year 1985 (A/AC.96/678/Add.2),
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(c) Expressed appreciation and encouragement for the High Commissioner's
efforts to improve financial control and management of programme implementation
through reform of internal administrative systems and procedures, welcomed the
increased emphasis on staff training and evaluation of activities as essential
tools for the improvement of internal management, and anticipated more favourable
reports from the Board of Auditors as the reforms were implemellted,
E

Considered the note on the Revolving Fund for Field Staff Housing and aasic
Amenities (EC/SC.2/30) and requested the High Commissioner to continue to report
annual~y on its functioning through the Sub-Committee on Administrative and
Financial Matters,
F

(a) Expressed support to the High Commissioner for the initiatives that he
had taken to reorganize UNHCR in order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness
of the Office, particularly with respect to activities in the fieldl
(b) Looked forward to a further report, including a plan of action, being
submitted and discussed at the informal session of the Executive Committee in
January 1987 and at the thirty-eighth session, on the progress made in the
continuing efforts, assisted by external consultants, to improve the organization
and working methods at Headquarters in support of field activities,
(c) Noted the intention of the Hi.gh Commissioner, in the context of the
reorganization ot the Office, to submit proposals for reclassifications of posts in
the professional and higher categories to the Executive Committee for posts
financed by voluntary funds and to the General Assembly for posts financed from the
regular budget,
G

(a) Invited the High Commissioner to pursue a personnel policy hat
emphasized the broadest possible geographical representation of States based on the
highest standards of competence and inteyrity,
(b) Urged the High Commissioner to take special measures to increase the
number of women in the professional and h i lher categories and at policy-making
levels and to report on this matter to the Executive Committee,
(c) Expressed support for the maintenance of the principle and practices of
staff rotation,
(d) Invited the High Commissioner to take all possible measures within the
spirit of the Revolving Fund to improve conditions of service for staff at
difficult field duty stations, to report to members of the Executive Committee in
that respect and to make proposals to the Execlltive Commlttee for further
improvements.
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~~cision

on the rules ot procedure

132. The Executive Committee,
Having considered document A/AC.96/679 and Corr.l, in which amendments to the
rules of procedure were proposed in order to reconcile them with ourrent practice,
(a)

Adopted the proposed amendment8,

(b) Requested the ~:gh Commissioner to issue the rule. of procedure, duly
amended, in all the official language8 ot the Committee.

!I

United Nations, Treaty Serie8, vol. 189, No. 2545, p. 150.

Y

~.,

No. ii,

it

vol. 606, No. 8791, p. 267.

Official Records of the General A8.embly, Fortieth Se•• ion, Supplement
para. 115 (5).

(A/40/12/Add.~),
~.,

Fortieth Session, Supplemont No. 12A (A/40/l2/Add.l),

para. 115 (4).
Thirty-fifth Session, Supplement No. 12A (A/35/l2/Add.l),

21

~.,

Y

~.,
(2) •

1/

~.,

Thirty-second Sessio.. , Supplement No. 12A (A/32/l2/Add.l),

.Y

~.,

para. 53 (6).

~/

Ibid., para. 53 (4).

para.·48 (3) •
para. 57

Thirty-sixth Se8sion, Supplement No. 12A (A/36/l2/Add.l),

para • 53 (5) •
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ANNEX

Opening statement by the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees to the Executive Committee of the High Commissionet's
~-=:e at its thirty-seventh session
1.
It is a great pleasure for mE' to welcome y':>u today on th is, my fi rst
oppottuhity to address a regular session of the Executive Committee. I have
greatly ,~njoyed our informal exchanges in January and J~ne with Permanent
~epresentatives of member States, a~d look forwdrd with anticipation to our
discussionu in thin more formal setting.

2.
During my first nine months in office, I have come to value the constructive
role of the E:xecuttJe Committee in UNHCM's work. This has been a per1.od
charl:lcterh, ; by clone co-operation and frequent contact with ,n'Jmber States, a
process which I intend to continue and reinforce. ~ regular interchange of id"as
with Governmentu is, I am convinc~d, essential for my Office - ~)th in order to
develop the cO~lfidence that Is essential for the smooth progress of our work, and
to promote a commOn search for solutionfl at a tim#;: when refugee problems ao:e
acquiring an unr~~cedented degree of magi1itude and complexity. r have therefore
sought to maintain close ongoing relations thtGughout the year, not only ~ith
Executive Committee memc~rs as a whole, but also - through bilat~ral contacts and
group meetings - ·,d th all Governments that have an intE:rest in refugee iBs"~s,
in~luding many thi~t. are not members of this Con..nittee but are present .. ; observers
today. My senio(' colleaques and myself have complemented th.:-se conti~cta by
extensive visits to the field wher~ we have met with the authorities of countrip.s
dealing di.:l:!C'tly and tangibly with the problems of refugees.
3.
In the course of such efforts, I have arrived at an understanding of the
nature of UNHCR's role and responsibility to the Executive Committee, which I
should like to share with you. I see UNHCR aB fundamentally an operational agency
that is acc0untnhle to the international communit~ through you for the effective
implementation of solution-oriented assistance programmes on behalf of refugees in
the field. Th~ Execut1ve Committee sets th~ High Commissioner's o~erall progr6mme
obje::,':.ives within the mandate ccmferred upon him by the United Nlltions (";eneral
Assembly, approves the financial targets of the Office and reviews UNHCR's
programmes wi th a view to ensur ing that th~ funds placed at the disposal of the
Office are wisely anu correctly spent. In aJdition, in areas touching upon the
statute of the Office, it has, in Bagehot'g famous words about the English Crown,
"the righ ... t· be consulted, the right to encourage, the righ',- to warn". Within the
general limits set by the decisions and the advice of the Commil tee, it h; the High
C,..missione:-'s task to 1efine the methods and the mea/ls by whi:::t. he seekl') to attain
his obiE'ctives, and c.o take lwmanitarian initiatives to f<lrther these objectives in
an effective, ~eutral and efficient manner.
4.
I use these adjel.:ives advised J.y, for it: is my vie\>' that UNHCR I!Im;~ bt' judged
D" them. Whetber the Office is effective must be measured hy our results, neutral,
by our re1.ucal to participate in any contrr)Versy of a political natt:re, efficient,
by the costs of our perbonnel and programnes and :::.e result··oriented 'lse of the
resourct!s pll;ced at our di ~posal by the ir.'·ernational community. I t is my
understanding that the EXfl:utive Cummlttee Will le-t me know if \ he Office diverges
from these standards, whJle leaving it to me, ('lS High Commissioner, to define the
principles and thl! prace lses that would ber,t attain the desired results.
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5.
It 13 35 yeus since UNHCR was founded. The nature of the High '=OIIII1IiS8ioner'.
function has changed remarkably in the 3 1/2 deeades since the Office came into
dxistencel in the nu~~r of refugees, in their origin, in the geograph~ and
char.acter of the refugee prohlem itself. When UNHCR ~aa established, refugees wer~
largely a European concern - a legacy of the Second World War ana of the political
trar.'1forma~ions that followed it on the continent.
Today, refugees are a major
.l1obal phenomenon of our times, often inaeparahle from the range of problems
affecting the political. 9ocial, cultural and economic dovul')pment of the third
world. Tllese problem.' have all too frequently crupt.ad int:o violence art:!
contributed to a number of mdSS migrations within and betweeil developing States,
and from these btates to the developed world. But the problem of refugees remains
a specific and di~tinctive aspect of such mass movements. Out of a total of
11,613,300 refugees in the world b~ at the end of 1985, 9,467,400 - or ~2 per cent
of th~ global figure, an overwhel~ing majority of refugees - have found asylum in
developing cnuntries, Their problems are added to those already exiating 1n these
countries. Yet they receive an exemplary welcome from some of the world's least
prosperous States, which extend hospitality from an empty table. Assisting thase
refugees to achieve IS modest degrE'u of sE'lf-reliance is an economic,
i,-frastrur.:tura1 and human challenge for the internati )n8l community as a whole an"
calls for the appropriat~ partic~pation of each member of that community.
6.
At the same time. the mass movement of acylum-seekers from developing nations
to t~e industrialized world has jolted ~xisting refugee law and practice, and
created a situation in which Governments that traditionally have upheld refugee
l~ghts are ~ow reacting with poli ies largely defensive in nature and det~rm~ned by
thp lmperatives of deterrence. The concept of individual persecution, wh~ch
underpins the refugee deftr itio., in the Statute of the Office and in the Convention
and Pro::ocol on the status of L'efugeea, has '>een overtaken by situations of forced
ma~s exodus across frontiers, oceans and continents.
In the eyes of the world 4t
laege, the "land people" of th~ 1950s have been succeeded by the "boat people" of
the 197Us and the "jet people" of the 1980s.
7.
This is occurring ",hen the dimensions of the prob1p!"I have also moved my Office
beyond the classic verities of the past into an inctcdsingly br04d and ill-defined
role vis-A-vis large numbers of persons ~hom I am hound to consider to t.. of my
concern on the ba~18 of the universal humanitarian principles underlying the 1951
Cunvention and the 1967 Protocol. Assisting these persons io the countries of
first asylum in the developing world is essen:1.al, but it is not enough.. The
industrialized world must also share the b~rden of accepting those among them who
seek asylum outside tlleir regions, at least 10n9 p.nough to galn time pending the
attainment of natur&l oolutions to their plight. It is no longer eufficient for
States to c 'osider t'.ey have fulfilled th'!lir oblig:.tions by contributing genera:.lIlly
to UNHCR pl grammes. UNHCR needs more than just your humanitarian support. We
need your collective political will to explore solutions to refugee pcobl_m••
9.
In our earlier informal meetings, I have spoken 0f the need for action and law
to interact in practice, and for States to resist the temptation to entrench
themselves benind the exi8t~n9 texts. In the same breath, I have reaffirmed the
vital importan~e of preserving and dEfending the universal humanitarian principles
behind the High Commissioner's mandate.. I accept the need fur State. to identify
genuine refugees and to distinryuiah them tram those leaving for aocio-economic
reasons o. reasons of personal conve'lience, but they should not take steps that
could affect both gre~ps indiscriminately. Refugees and a&ylum-seekers who are the
concern of my Office shou1<~ not he the victims of measures taken by Governments
again8~ illegal immigration or threatR to thei. domestic 8ecurit~, h~ever
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justifiable these may be in thems_lves. A look at our daily r~wspapers reveals the
extent to which such problems are increasingly acquiring prominence. Governments
must react to the preoccupatim.s of their publics, but humanitarian itisues must not
~ imprisoned by narrow political walls.
While acknowledging the legitimate
coneernn of Governments in these areas, their responses should not threaten their
lonq-standing hlmanitarian traditions in defence of refugees.
9.
The High Commissioner's competence is, of course, conAidered to be universal,
and che concept of his mandate has b~en extended of necessity in recent years by
succes~ive Ge~eral Assembly resolutions, expanded ~e~ional definitions such as that
a 'opted by OAU and applied by UNHCR in At r iea, and a var iety of other reg ional
in ':1atives. WhUe these have the merit of responding to varying social and
p<:>ll.ticl.ll realities across the globe, they give rise to a tendency to apply
cij~tt'rent definitions and standards in different areas, which increasingly
complicates the Offictl's international protection function. I have clearly stated
in our earlier encounters that the 1951 definition, whUe stUl so usefully
appli.cablE! in a numbtlr of situations, no longer fully matches the realities at the
pre~ent .ver~here. But it is this definition that lays down the basic
humanitarian rules of action for the international co~munity. This does not mean
that we should attempt to rewrito the law. or to reconcile the irreconcilable. It
means instead that we should interpret the law humanely and responsibly. I would
suggest that this was already the case when the principles of 1951 wete first
applied, for aft~r all, European refugee. in the Seco,J World War and the first
tnrbulent deoade after it were recnognized as refugees and resettled even though
they were victims of violence and conflict and not jus' individual persecution.
10. We must be humane, but we must also be responsible. It is not, and it will
not ~, UNHea's intontion to aSbum. responsibility for all the trans:rontier
movements of the present day. But when conflict and viOlence can be ideneified as
being an import.ant factor in the decision to nee, when human beings are made
outcasts by their senieties, when to become a retugee is the only way to avoid
death or injury, UNHCR cannot stand back and cite the Convention. The High
Commissioner's basic task of prOViding international protection and upholding
fundamental principles of international law would me~~ nothing if he could not
consiue~ such Pftrsons to be of his concern.
11. Concern, yesl indefinite aid programme., no. It is vital that UNHCa
aBsistance d~s not become an end in itself, that humanitarian problems are not
exploited for political purposes, that refugee aid i. not used to anaesthetize the
consequences of conflicts and to deflect or avoid the obligation to address the
root ca~s~s of refugee flows. Instead, UNHCR assistance and the breathing-space it
proviC.es should be used constructively to pursue fundamental solutions to the
problems themselves. It is a major challenge for UNHCR and thb international
c~~unity to look beyond simple palliative. to an overall global strategy th~t is
both humanitarian and politically responsible. The ~nternational community must
re-exalldne .•11 mafl. movements and go beyond mere as.. htance to real solut ions
through tackling the root causes of these movements. The fundamental
rospon8ibility here i8 that of States. But UNHCa's humanitarian action in the
field, by achieving even partial solution8 for specific porth)". of major
case-loads, can contribute to the cre.,· ion of 11 favourable climate for the
resolution of more fundamental differftnces. In this vital search for re~l and
lasting solutions, UNHCR stands l:eady, without t;·.)mpromising itlil non-political
stance, to play an appropriate role.
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12. In msny of today'a large-scale influx•• , where entire communities of groups
have fled, voluntary repatriation i. the only realistic alternative to indefinite
subsistence on charity. To my mind, UNHCR must place the highest priority on
voluntary repatriation, which remains the natural solution to any refugee problem.
I welcome the reiteration of this p~incipe in the conclusions of the thirty-sixth
se9sion of thiS Committee, and pledge that UNHCR will play its part by promoting
conoitions which could permit voluntary repatriation by keeping alive the will of
the relugees to return. This emphasis is reflected, for instance, in our revised
approach to programme planning, whereby UNHCR projectB will no longer be designed
in a manner that might discourage eventual repatriation. Where repatriation is not
possible, or not voluntary, UNHCR ~ust and will defend the refugees' right to
remain in exile. If asylum-Beekers have valid reasons for not wanting to return to
their countlies of origin, they must 'eceiv· humanitarian treatment. Here UNHCR
must attach equal importance to the three other solutions po.sible in these
situations: local integration in the country of first asylum (the solution which
haD been applied in so exemplary a fa.hion in Africa), resettlement (the solution
which has benefited from so many remarkable humanitarian efforts for Indo-Chinese
in the last decade) and, until one of these is viable, a degree of self-reliance in
the countries of first asylum.
13. I have already shared with you in June my belief that UNHCR must react to
existing and new refugee crises with a three-9ronged approach that combines
effective emergency respnnse, the prompt establishment of basic services (health,
sanitation, education), .• nd early action to establish income-gererating activities
which will promote refugee self-reliance. These measures have to be initiated as
rapidly as possible and, to the extent practicable, simultaneously, in the
interests of both refugees and host countries. POL emergency survival assistance
alone ·contributes little of durable value to the cou. ~ry of asylum and barely
alleviates the strains imposed by the presenc. of refugeea - yet it remains the
most expensive kind of assistance. This approach is entirely consistent with the
concerns about infrastructure and relatea development in asylum countries which
have been voiced in recent years, most notably at the Second International
Conference on Assistance to Refugees in Atrica. My Office will seek to reaffirm
and reinforce the connection between refugee aid and development. One means of
doing so is to further develop our co-operation with UNDP - with which we are
involved, for instance, in joint effort. in Uganda - and with the World Bank, which
has recently extended its refugee income-generation project in Pakistan. We are
engaged in discu"~ions with both thes. agencies as well as with bilateral
development agenCl.es regarding po.sible co-operation in a number of additional
projects for developing countries affected by the presence of large numbers of
refugeee. Such co-operation would al.o help UNHCR to plan its programmes more
rationally.
14. I do not want to mova from the topf- of lasting solutions without taking heart
from the noteworthy progress we have ~~'ne•• ~ lately in this area. One hear~ BO
much these days about the ever-increasing phenomenon of refugee flows and the
apparently perpetually mount.ing numberc. Yet not enough is said about the
spontaneous repatr!ations from the Sudan both to Uganda and to the Ethiopian
province of Tigray, nor about the beginnings of repatriation from Somalia to
Ethiopia, nor indeed about the return of atin Americans from thetr exUe to
Argentina, Uruguay ~nd, even to some extent, to Chile. I myself have just returned
trom a visit to East Asia, and I could not help being struck by the r.emarkable fact
that though s'·;ae 150,000 refugees remain on our hands in that region, over
I million others have found new lives.
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IS. It is of cours. a tribute to the international community that it placed the
rneans and the r.sources at UNHCR's disposa~ to achieve such solutions. I can only
urge you, and Governments in general, to continue to extend assistance to UNHCR in
rollation to the needs of refugees an,i the demonstrated efficacity of our
functioning. The Offic. must not be deprived of the means to implement the
approach•• I have defined to you today - whose objective is, after all, to solve
problems rather than to sustain them. I believe that the confidence of r.overnments
has to be earned, but I also believp. that good perfoLmance must be backed by
contributions. !.et us - UNHCR, Governments and beneficiaries - embark on a
continUing dialogue on our needs and on what has been achieved in each programme.
We shall not ask you to pour funds in indefinitely) we shall ask you to finance
action. Contributions to solutions now will help ~void stagnation later.
16. The reorganisation of the Office has been a major theme of our contacts in
recent months, and I know you have paid some attention to this in the Sub-Committee
on Administrative and Financial Matters. The primacy of the regional bureaux in
the new UNHCR structurd is a reflection of the Office's reorientation to the
field. The support services have been regrouped under the Deputy High Commissioner
and have been, or are being, considerably reinforced. The task of improving the
relations between the bureaux and the support services remains our next priority.
An expert team of management consultants haa been examining tmHCR'e methods of work
and procedures in order to improve delivery of our programmes and services to the
field. Wfl have concentrated on what I consider essential to obtain concrete
resultsl the aasessment of refugee needs, the establishment of budgets, the
control ol prog~amme lmplementation and the preparation of reports for internal and
external USe. As 1 have stated in the past, I have embarked upon this
reorganization in an attempt to equip t:le Office with the administrative and
managerial tool. to achieve our objectives. The reforms proposed will enable
administrators to have the necessary information to follow, on 8 daily and monthly
basis, the progress of our operations - and to make the necessary corrections when
problems OCcur. A number of refinem-.nts are still being introduced. This is a
process that will take time, but early in 1987, I expect to be able to present you
with a plan of action; linked to a concrete calendar. I look forward to a more
exhaustive discussion of this plan when I meet wit,h representatives of members of
this Committee more informally in January 1987.
17. The question of savings is one to which we all attach importance. It is too
early to speak with any preci3ion of the savings that may result from the
reorganization as a whole, but it is worth noting that the savings already
identified in the fieldS of procurement, public information and telecommunications
are of the order of '2.4 mil Lion, an amount whicl, covers several times over the
cost of the study. Similarly, we have established that we could reinforce tht:
obvious weaknesaes in the support structure within the existing staffing level& of
the Office. As a consequence of the changes at headquarters and in the field, a
total of 101 posts at all levels have been discontinued, of which four fifths have
been redeployed to compensate for evident weaknesses. The reffiaining posts will be
redeployed shortly to further reinforce the bureaux and in partiCUlar the fLld. A
number of the new posta of specialists created at Headquarters will in fact Of
occupied by officers spending the bulk of thair time in the field. 1 am making
avery effort to ensure that these changes take place within the context of ~ero
growth in staffing levels, but it is clear that to create a r,ew, dynamic lINHCR we
shall need adequate - and that may mean additional - re~ource8. k~sources, may I
add, which may be required juat to respond to new and increaeing refugee er isee
which have al iaen ill the three years Rince th~ concept of zero growth waR accepted.
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18. The thrust towards acquiLing specialist skIlls does n0t mean that UNHCR will
henceforth do everything itself. In attempting to enhance our technical
competence, we do not seek to substitute ourselves for other agencies with a longer
history of experience and involvement in specialized assistance to refugees in the
areas of, for instance, health or agricultural settlement. Indeed, I would go
further and reassert my commitment to improving - in very concrete terms - our
co-operation with other agencies and the United Nations system as '" whole. YOll are
aware of the eX0mplary co-operation between UNHCR and the World Food
Programme (WFPI, ~hich I intend to maintain and develop. I also believe that
UNHCR's collaboration with the Office for 3mergency Operations in Africa (OEOAI was
mutually beneficial. My Offir:e has contributed actively to the conclusions of a
Workillg Group that hdS made specific recommendations to ensure that the gains of
the OEOA experience are retained and re-used in the United Nations system. We will
make every effort to ensure that UNHCR benefits from a great~r rationalization and
co-ordination of the resources of the United Nations system in our activities,
particularly at the two ends of the dssistance spectrum - emergencies and
dE've lopmen t.
19. This is, of course, in keeping with the spirit of partnership that already
governs the participation of Governments and non-governmental organizations in
UNHCR's work. The non-governmental organizat~Qns are our vital partners, in the
field and in asylum and donor countr les, i.n implementing programmes, raising funds,
persuading GoVE'rnments and sensitizing public opinion. I greatly value their role
and fully intend to strengthen UNHCR's collaboration with them. At t.he same time,
one must take note of the rather astonishing proliferation of non-governmental
organizations in the refugee field. There are over 1,OUO organizations on IJNHr.R's
rosters and we have worked with over 250 of them. I do not think this can lead to
particularly meaningful co-operation. ~NHCR must identify a reasonable number of
non-governmental organizal:ions that share our humanitarian principles and possess
the vision and the know-how to help UNHCR meet its objectivps in the interests of
refugees. These non-governmental organizations would be our obvious - but not our
only - partners in our common endeavours on behalf of refugep~.
20. This partnership, so vital to our nuccess, would, of ~ourse, be impossible
without th.~ support dnd involvement of ordinary people across the world who express
the i r solids r i ty wi t.h th(l refugee cause. And when I dpeak of solida ri ty I do not
think only of 101lars and cents, but of hearts and minds. I think, for instan~e,
of ordinary p.dople who Iwve welcomed refuJees into their homes and commun i ties a concrete gesture that 10es more to reinforce the political will of Governments
than a hundred speec..,les. Tt is in recognition of this kind of human solidarity
that the Nansen Committee has made the unusual decision of awarding this year's
Nansen Medal to an entire p~ople rather than to an individual or organization. In
tribute to their outstllnding contribution to the refuqee cause, the Nansen Medal
for 1986 will be awarded to the people of Canada, whose Governor-(;eneral,
Mrs. Jeanne Sauve, will receive it CJIl their hehalf in a ceremony to be held in
Ottawa on 13 November. I am sorry that delegates here have thuB been depriv~rt of
the pleasure of participatlnq in the cerp-mony, but I am R'H~' y;:>U will all join me
in congratulatinq the Nansf'n Committee on their excellent choice .

.H . May I conclude, Mr. Chairman, with il reiteration of thfl importance I attach to
this, OUL first ~)rmal rli",logue on UNHCR's new orientationR. What I have stated
today is nothing more than an introduct ion to the themes that wll I animate your
debate and on Which 1 hope we can all agree. I am qreaUy lookinq forward to tho
next six days of intensive and pr<louctive oiscuBsion /\n<1 decllliOl18. Ilowever
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difficult the sUbject before you - and you have at le~st two on which agreement ~as
proved elusive, military attacks and detention - I hope you will come to a
constructive underst.anding and not postpone your conclusion. year after year. The
gravity of the problems before this Committee and the real human SUffering that
motivate" our efforte demand that the Executive Committee· If. UNHCR not fall E'cey to
what may be acceptable practice in political forum.. All of us here have an
obligation to work for humanitarian solutions to the tragic problems of refugee~
across the world. My colleagues and I join you in pledging our best efforts in
this endeavour. More than 11 million refugee• • ~e entitled to expect that from us.
22. Your outgoing Chairman, Mr. Chiba, who has been such a pillar of strength and
wisdom to the Office in the last year - and to me personaHy in IIlV first n1.ne
months in office - expre••ed the hope last waek that I would fin6 this session
stimulating and worth while. I am confident that, with your co-operation, and
under the leadership of our new Chairman, Mr. Charry-Samper, this Committee will
indeed meet my expectations.
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